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Commissioner Rose Preparing 
to Can
cel Many Policies if 
Instruc-
%ions Are Not Heeded.
Commissioner C. C. Rose, of
 .the
Lae insurance bureau m
aintained here
by all the companies doin
g business
in Kentucky, stated 
yesterday that
he is baying cons
iderable troubbe




dectrical wiring by the ci
ty electric-
ian. Its this respect, however, 
Com-
missioner Rose says he 
intends to
proceed right away and can
cel the
policies of insurance earned on 
these
places where the owners fail to
 com-
ply with the city electrician'. 
direc-
tions, which are bones out b
y th:
municipal ordinance in effect.
In speaking of the m
atter yester-
day Niri. Rose said:
''We have a city ordinance re
quir-
ing the installation of electrical 
ap-
*fetus to be done under the super
vis-
ion and specifications of the ele
ctri-
cal inspector. No current can b
e
turned on in any building where 
new
work or repairs have been done u
ntil
the inspector has been 
notified of ..the
compktio nof the work and his ce
r-
tificate 'to that effect issued.
"The inspector's records are op
en
to public inspection.
"It may be of interest to many 
to
know that I have positive instruc-
tions to consult the records fre-
quently, and where it appears that
buildings have been condemned and
specilcations famished by the inspec-
tor, and no ctrtihcate of perform-
ance has been issued by. him, to no-
tify the insurance companies of the
fact. This means the cancellation
of the insurance eortirng on and in
such buildings.
"I state the above so parties may
avoid any trouble with their Mono
ancr on account of neglect or refusal
to comply witelth. Ay' ordinance."
WINGS PUT ON,
EACaLES- MADE OUT OF
ELEVEN CANDIDATES
LAST NIGHT.
Shriners of This City Want a Branch
of the Order Instituted
In Paducah.
Eleven licanditiates were initiated
last evening into the Eagles' order in
their . quarters, at Sixth and Broad-
way, where a long meeting was held
for purpose of conferring the degrees.
The organization is rapidly growing
into one of the largest in this city,
its monberehip now going on stead-
ily towards ?on
Those taknng part hi the ministrels
Sore holding rehearsals every few
„nights. as the entertainment comes
off . witPsn the next two weeks.
ble. The Shriner s is reg
arded as one , 
of the 'highest, if not the 
most emin-
ent secret orders of the 
world.
qther Ordens.
Tonight the E1ia. meet in 
regular
session at their hall on North 
Fourth,
while tomorrow night the Red
 Men
ssoctn N•Yrt t T1:: 5 
• -
log Mangum lodge of Odd 
Fellows
gathers at the fraternity 
building, and
tomorrow eveaing Ingleside 
lodge
meets.
• Trouble with Boys.
Every night boys go to the 
new
Elks' building on North Fi
fth and
ride up and down aa the little 
eleva-
tor which is used to carry b
rick, mor-
tar and other material from 
first
floor to top of structure, 
where the
mechanics are working. Of 
course
the lads might break 
something
about the ekv-amr, and, 
Contractor
George Katterjohn last nigh
t put a
watch on the place, so as t
o arrest
the chaps when they bother 
with ethe
outfit. 'When something is br
oken by
the lads, it ,takes sometime 
the fol-
/owing morning to repa
ir it, there-
fore the men lose just 
the same




The Ntinehh members of the
Sh•rins are preparing to lay before
the Louisville lodge the question of
getting permissiow for a subordigate
body to hei Started. in this city where
.„ reside forty-two men-lbw-5 'who a
re
compelled to stftil;ate with the Fal
ls
City lodge on account of it being, th
e
only one in Kentucky.,
Paducahans wrote ,to the poteqtate
for the United Staten, 'yisthia resides i
n
Texas, and laid befOrelifm their ; d
e-
sire for a lodge of this order to be i
n-
stituted here, lie repIted 'that, 
the
permission would. firtit have to, be
istocured from the Lotiisville lodge
,
and at the next meeting of that
 or-
ganization the proposition will b
e
laid before the members.
The Falls City lodge hss about 500
members, and when anyone over th
e
state wants to join they have to go
all the way to Louisville, therefo
re
be at considerable expense outside
the initiation fee of $25. As Padto
cahoot join at every meeting of the
Louisville 'body it shows there is a
great field in t* ortinityo and the
local people want a lodge here 
so
it will not be so expensive upon out-
siders who want to affiliate, and the
n
Olso relieve them of a coo mile trip
to the Falls City and ,retton. 
It
-ftricci only 30 olen*ers
 to start a
REMAINS SAME
MAJOR U. BLOOM CONT
INUES
HELPLESS IN ST LOUIS.
tir•C
Mr. Pat Bush Passed Throug
h for
Cairo to Attend the Bedside of
Sick Relative
VO 22, NO. 258
MUST PAY FOR NEW
SUBURBAN STREETS
The queoion of constructing a ne
w
bridge across Island creek at F
ourth
street, was brought up yesterday
 af-
ternoon at the meeting of the 
board
of public works, but the 
members
decided to lay the proposition
 over
until next Wednesday and at 
that
time have the public 
improvement
committee of the joint 
legislative
hoards meet with them so they 
could
talk the project over togetl
roct and
bring in sopte report looking 
toward
improving the point in question. 
An-
other reason for the postponemen
t is
because City Engineer Washingto
n
is out of the city and will not ret
urn
until the last of this week.
The council and aldermen have
asked the public improvement com
-
mittee and board of works to de
lve
into the matter and bring in a re
com
nsendation, which will doubtless b
e
for a new bridge across the pl
ace as
the majority of the officials 90CEI
V to
favor this ratbet than repair the 
old_
one, which has been standing 
for
many years and is in a very dang
er-
ous condition. If a new one is 
con-
structed the street railway compan
y
will bear part of the expense, 
pro-
vided the bridge is erected in suc
h
a manner that their tracks can b
e
laid across it when the extension 
is
run over into Mechanicsburg by 
the
traction lose.
People running . steamboat s into
this city have protested, claim*,
that there is such a small amount o
f
room at the public wharf at the 
foot
.1•1 of Broadway that they 
cannot land
right at the bank but have to t
ie
up to the wharfboat and then bring
across the latter their freight to be
stored on the levee. Just for 
the
privilege of reimporting the freight
from steamboats across the viol
boat the owners of the latter charge
the steamboat owners who think it is
unjust, because they could land right
beside the bank if other lioating prop
city was not tied there and unload
from boat to levee and save the
i warfage exacted by Mr private corn-
!parry owning the wharf. On their
Icomplaint bein
g brought in to the
legislative boards they referred it to
the board of works, which now or
-
ders Wbarfmaster Frank Brown 
to
see that the dry docks :tor anything
else is tied to the public levee and in
Has Pneumonia,
Mr. Pat Bush, former sheriff of 
the way of boats wanting to land
.
If they are they are to get out of th
e
Word from St. Louis is that Maj.
Moses Bloom continues in about the
same condition at the residence of
Ins daughter, Mrs. A. C. Einstein,
whew he has been confined s
ince
Thanksgiving Day with an attack of
paralysis which afflitts his left leg.
This holding hi. own is received by
friends here as an encouraging sign.
The ailment does not seem to
spread but continues con6ned to th
is
'ewer limb. Ili, mind keeps quite
active and be expresses a great de-
sire to get back 'here once more, but
it will be month& yet before he can
be moved, even if the ailment re-
mains within its present restricted
cont., ries
Livingston coupon passed' through
here yesterday en route to Cairo,
where he was called by the illness of
Mr. Albert Mitchell, a relative, who
is seriously sick with an attack of
pneumonia.
Conthrstes to Improve.
Mrs. Fanny Prince continues to
improve at Riverside hospital from
the injuries inflicted when she was
knocked from the I. C. trestle sev-
eral weeks ago near the Union de-
pot by a backing freight train. Her
ankle was fractured at the time, and
her niece, Mrs. Joseph Henley, re-
ceived fatal injuries. The city Phy-
sician will keep the former at the in-
stitution for some weeks yet.
ENGINEER EXPIRED
MR. EDWARD MARTIN PASSED
AWAY OF SPINAL _MEN-
INGITIS.
- Last evening at ooto o'clock there
'died Mr. Edward Martin, the well
known river engineer, at his home on
south Thirteenth street. The de-
ceased had been ailing with pneu-
monia until last Sunday, when it de-
veloped into spinal meningitis and
quickly carried 'him away.
Mr. Martin was fifty-nine years of
age and had resided in this city for
a mutterer of years. He was "em-
ployed as engineer upon the towboat
Jim Duffy that plies these waters,
and was widely known all up and
down the waterwways tot*hing here.
He is survived by a wife, four
daughters and two sons, all of whom
are grown.
As yet no arrangements have been
made for the funeral services.
Died in Rhitlifriond.
Word has reached here that last
Sunday in Richmond, Va.:there died
Mr. BenCothran, who was the father
of Miro 'Phoonos T. Wilhoyte, wife of
the former well ictiown Padircalian,
Who for a ninobto of years was con-
!reeled with the Ell Guthrie dry
good, 'establishment, and who last




Notice wise filed with the board
from the Pittsburg Coal company
,
wherein the latter state they are will
ing to do everything ordered by the
city authorities regarding alleged ob-
struction of Washington street at the
foot of which the coal co
mpany's
docks are moored, while on top of
the hill is their electrically opfrate
d
windlass and cable used to haul load•
ed wagons of fuel up the steep h
ill.
When the Pittsburg company com-
menced doing business here they got
permission from the city to 're
pair
Wadrington street from First down
the levee to the water's edge so they
would have a place to moor thei
r
boats and also a good driveway to
get up and down the hill. They were
also permitted to put their windlass
t
and cable will nsotor out on Wash
-
ton street at the end of thr p
ea-
factory building. Now corn-
are made that these arrange-
bstruct the public highway,
and the 'coal company was noti
fied
to this effect. It made res
ponse,
that they were willing to do any
thing
the city orders them to i ncon
sider-
/lion_ for past favors.
'People ?wiring 'propeitY bri Harril'
son, betvieen Thirteenth and Fo
ur-'
teenth streets, want it goaded 
and
graveled. They weer ordered Id
bring in a petition asking for 
the
work, this formality having to l
as
gone through with.
. In constructitrg the Elks' 
building
'on North Fifth street, Cont
ractor
George Katterjohns has piled '
the
brick right in the street gutter 
which
is thereby stopped and. .the s
urface
water after rainfalls is prevented
from draining off to the storm sew-
erage mains and being carried aw
ay.
This reoilts in the water backing u
p
and flooding *at portion of th
e
street. As ordinances prevent estop
-
pel of the free flow of water the con
-
tractor was instructed to move his
stack of brick and mortar beds s
o
the surface water can drain away'.
Superintendent Keetiler, of the
cito's electric lighting plant, was giv-
en authority to buy 'ai new cr
ank
shaft for the plant. The city has a
worn out machine at the light plan:
and wants $3o0 for it, hut the Cleve-
land, Ohio, concern that bought one




Plied to and rejected.
The Paducah Transfer company
offered the boards twenty-five cents
per load for all the ciliders at the
city's light plant, but this was re-
jected because they are worlh more
than that to the city.
People of the Thirteenth and Mad-
ison street section complain about
the gutters there not carrying off
the accurmandation of surface rain
water. City Engineer Washington
was directed to see what could be
done towards relieving the condition
of affairs.
A yeas- ago the board of works
wanted to /et the contract for some
private concern to keep the streets
of the city cleaned down in the busi-
ness section where the public thor-
oughfares have been reconstructed
and improved. The city furnishes
tie spn.iikler, sweepers, scrapers and
every other piece of apparatus, while
the private concern is to supply the
tssrsto and men. Ed Terrell bid on
the work, but oould not sign the con
tract as he wanted straight pay every
night whether she swept or not. The
board of works would not agree to
this and instructed Street Inspector
Alonzo Elliott to mala the best con-
tract possible for keeping the street,
cleaned. The inepector contracted
with a nephew of City Jailer Thomas
Evitts, and he has been keeping
tbings clean-in this way, the young
man furnishing only the teams and
men but iste. s the city outfit. Now
Councilman Van Meter has com-
plained that the sprinkling should be
let out by bids and contracts made.
He is in the transfer business and a
prospective bidder, so the board of
works yesterday decided that be-
tween now and next Wednesday they
will decide on what streets they
ware sprinkled and cleaned regularly
every nigh:. Bids will then be ad-
vertised for and contracts made for
the best interests of the city. It is
probable the contract will provide
that *the city can discontinue the
complet whenever it desires, and ohm
all the work is under the direct su-
pervision of the street inspector. ' ''
The street seaway co ' has
ached span wires that 1:11:1. their
trolley to about 300 of the city's
electric light poles around over
the city at different irints. The tity
solicitor says the company cannot do
this, as their franchise does not per-
mit them to attach span-wires to the
public light poke, Irke they are em-
powered to do with certain other
wire% of their own. Now General
Menager Bleecker, of the car com-
pany, appeared before die board of
voorka and said Ire did not know how
the span-wires got attached to the
city poles, as this was done before
'his company, the Stone dt Webster
peopk, of Boston, acquired posses-
sion of the property from Paducah-
ans. He asked that there be awaited
the return to this city of Mr. George
C. Wallace, who is now in Cuba on
a tour, mid who was general manager
i
of the old company that sold. out to
Mk. Bleecker's concern, and could ex-
plain how it was .the span-wires
lotto attached to the city's poles.
This permission - was given, with un-
derstanding that Mr.' Bleecker have
put in good condition the Trimble
street poles which awe thrown out of
alignment by the heavy -weight pull-
ing down oil it by the trolley wire.
He agreed to do this. 
.
When the city extended the cor-
porate limits there was tiken into
I1 todrif and converted nth-, streets
that portion of the county public road
running right' up to the city limits
before Me extension was affected.
These roads have only a thin skim 'of
gravel on top, and Mr. Noble of th
e
board of works, has contended 
the
parties& owning property abuttin
g
these roads converted now int
o
streets at these points, will have t
o
first pay for the thick graveli
ng of
the 'highways, before the city can
 as-
sume charge and maintain them. 
The
question was referred to the city 
soli-
citor and although he has not
 yet
fiilly loolmt idto the law, ist. rep
orted
that the cit% bas repaired the end
s of
West Tennessee, (formerly the 
May
field road) heretofore and cou
ld go
ahead and do same again w
ithout Elio
turbing the legal question 
as to
whether the irity hass to do the 
work,
or snake the &hotting proper
ty own-
ers do so. Basing things up
on this,
the street inspector was 
directed to
repair that street end', but the
 mat-
ter will be fully decided' la
ter on.
When parties laid off the ad
dition
in that section they pot a 
little gravel
on top of the new streets 
and then
turned them over to the 
city to be
• 11
kept up. The board of works doubt-
ed if the public treasury had to keep
them up hut the street inspector was
directed to pick out what streets had
to be improved, and this will be or-
dered, and then if the abutting
property owners protest at payment
of the cost, the matter can be tested
in the courts.
Mark. Worsen r•••• ••• •
give only $2oo for it, but the board a
- • - • --
i
of works ordored their offer to Isere-
ddton standing alongside on
stilts in. the low gryund. He wants
the city to reposer these walks and
maintain them. The solicitor says if
the city has to keep them up they
can be ordered torn down, as the
'municipality does not make a special-
ity of constructing plankwalks into
the homes of people. The street in-
spector was ordered to see where the
walks need repairs, and order Wor-







PLANS CALL FOR A BUILDING
iv• 47,000
Basement Will Be Lecture Room in
Front, While Steam Heating
Plant Goes in the Rear
The result of the special election
yesterday at Fulton shows that city
volt continue to be "clay" until pub-
lic. sentiment, alters, and the .people
evIdence their willingness' for a
change through their ballots. Tills
local option people won at the polls
by a majority of 156 which shows
they had votes to give away, and
then Coming out on top.
Fulton is divided into two wards,
and the votes from each were as
follows:
Easd, Ward—For saloons, it ;
against soloons 176; total o88.
West Ward—For saloons 57,
against saloons, 149; total, 206. ,
These returns show a total of 323
agairist saloons, and only 169 for
saloons.
Reports from Fulton are that it
was the most extiting election ever
held there, things having warmed up
to a high pitch during the past few
weeks. The women of the town
were out full force all of yesterday
serving free lunches to everybody at
the polls, while the bells in the church
towers rang constantly from time the
pone opened, until time they closed,
echoing the prayers of the Christian
peopk throughout the community,
fc.r a continuation of local .option.
Although things were at a high pitch
and the entire city was out working,
for one sktle•or the Other, still there
was no trouble or fights, like some
anticipated.
Fulton had been a whiskey town
for years until 1904, when the temp-
erance people carried their election,
and no saloons have been licensed
there since.
A special election has been called
now for tomorrow at that city to
rote in the East ward alone, but
some think that even if the saloo
n
element would win, still it woul
d
avail them nothing inasmuch as the
entire city has gone "dry.- The
saloon people were the first to take
up the issue, as some wesks ago they
asked the court to call a specia
l
election to see if they could not vote
saloons into the East ward, under
that act permitting magisterial dis-
tricts to vote separately on A
*
question. This election was set fo
r
Morels and, and then after arrange
-
ments were made the temperanc
e
people brought in their petitions tha
t
were favorably looked upon, and se
t
their election, for the e,ptire 
town,




Dr. D. G. Murrell Has Abando
ned
Idea of Raffling It Off.
Dr. D. ,G. Morrell yesterday state
d
that instead of raffling off the bugg
y
and harneso ctonatod the Confeder
ate
monument fond, that they would se
tt
same outright to sometoxly. Th
e
buggy is a $150 vehicle, white 
the
harness is an especially mode set an
d
cost $40. The* doctor is •willing 
to
take Soso for it and does not 
think
he will have any trouble in dis
posing
et the mai.
The official board for the Third
street Methodist church has adopted
the -gush drawings of the plans and
specifications sketched out by Archi-
tect Lassiter for their building. Now
the ardhitect is getting up the full
and regular plans which will be com-
pleted the last of thio week.
It will call for a fine kerne ed-
ifice•to cost about $7,000.
There will be a pastor's study in
she building, meeting rooms for the
ladies' societies and the preaching
auditonium asid Sunday school class
rooms. The basement will be a large
lecture room well fitted up, while
in the rear portion of the basement
will be excavated for the heating
plant that is to be installed later on.
Bids will be called for from the
contractors next week and prospects
are that by the first of April work
will be well under way on the pro-
posed church that will sit on the new
plot of ground this congregation
has bought on South Fifth street
between Adams and- Jackson streets,
it 'being the property formerly used
by the Second Presbyterian church
that went out of existence.
Just as soon as the new building
is .completed the congregation will
sell the present church property on
south Third street near Norton.
The hardy , Beggy compan
y
opened here last fall, and do
nated
their first buggy to the Com
mercial
club, which raffled it off, the w
inner
donating the rig' to the Confederat
e
monument fund. The Padu
cah
Saddle company of Fourth and 
Jef-
ferson streets made a special se
t of
harneas and donated it along with
 the
buggy.
Anyone desiring a first class rig
and set of harness can get a
 first
class bargain by calling on Dr. 
Muir-
sell oho is chairman of the 
corns
mittee getting up the Money to 
con-
ton-tact the monument.
Captain James Preseell,/ the me
r-
chants' watchmen, is ill but is 
stick-
ing to his poet of thity.
BUSINESS
PICKING UP
POLICE MADE MORE ARRESTS
FEBRUARY THAN JAN-
UARY.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter Fgured
Up This Morning and Found
raft Arrests.
Lieut. Thomas Potter, of the p0-
lice force, thie morning early figured
up the business done by the depart-
ment during the month of February,
which closed last night, and found
the arrests made were an increase
of ad as compared to Janeary. Dur-
ing February it was raft arrests, and
the first month of the year it was
too even. At this rate business is
not considered lively around the hall
by the lieutenant, who reports de-
creases for many month.) past.
The arrests for FettettarY were
made for the lOttowing offenses;
Drunk, and disorderly,' 22; breaches
of the peace, 31; drunk, 26; hease-
breaking, 5; rape, a; murder. 1; ob-
taining money under falsa pretenses,
5; breach of ordinance, 3; petty lar-
ceny, 3; fugitive from justice, I; ma-
licious assault, 3; escape from chlain
gang, I; malicious Futtingon; carry-
ing concealed weapons, 4; Itel.etin
family. ; malicious sloxiting, r;
grand larceny, a; vagrancy, t; dis-
orderly house, a: mayhem, t; lore&
insulting language. 2; seduction, 1;
false sweating* a; ,total, t28.
It will be seen that the department
made one murder arrest. They have
not skipped a month for a long time





Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. r8:--Forty
steers wete burned to death on the
Matador ranch of Marde
piteivident of the Ansevicen National
Live Stock Astrociation near Chao-
fling.
Steers were being dipped in ta.;
It wart disdovered that o* of On
steers was unbninded. He war
thrown and 'the brandinig iror oso
plied. The steer was turned' boss
but the hot iron had Ignited the oil
and the animal was sooa a !Wm,
Porch.
He ran among 'the others that Mt
been dipped, and in a second the:
were all a mass d seething Mama.
•
'ideblifiliM DIED OF DR.OPSY e•..., 
evroing, M'arsth 8sth, at Tempi
A •




ONLY $60 IN THE BANK
•
'Chicago, Feb. 28.—The postoffice
authorities today repOrted sensational
features in connection with the Cash
Buyer's union, the first national oc-
operative society, when proceedings
in involuntary bankruptcy 
were
brought before Judge Bethea in the
United States court. Postal inspe
c-
tor Ketcham testified that the con-
cein was capitalized at five milli
on
dollars had sold one million two hun-
dred; thousand dollars worth of stock
to farmers and others throughout the.
country at $rei and $12.50 per share,
and todlay had but a $60 open ac-
count in the bank. -The concern was
one of the largest mail order houses,
in the country. The judge appointed
Edwin T. Day, receiver, Julius Kahn,
its president, and the several big New
York parties backing him will make a
fight against the receivership.
MAN 85 AND MULE PAST 30 START
1 PLOWING AN E1GHTY-ACRE FIELD
A Missouri mule, too old t
o kick
but still young enough to 
work, has
been discovered in Crawford 
county.
He is the property of a former St.
Louisan, Henry Walton. The mule
came into possession of the Walton
family a year ago in a trade for a
farm near Leesburg, to which they
moved from the city. His name is
Pete. Pete. was "thrown in" in the
trade, having long before been placed
on the superannuated list.
The best that his former owner
could say for 'him was that he was
safe and gentle. According to the
aScepted authorities of the neighbor-
hood, Pete is past 30 years of age,
but others prokss to believe that 
he




TWO NEGROES TRIED TO
SWEAR OUT OF MINOR
AFFAIR.
There Is Again Continued the Cases
Emenating from Scrap in
Tate's Alley.
and figured in Gen. Price's raid
through that section of the state.
When the Waltons started in to
fermi a family council was held, and
the dec. on was reached that it
would be safe to turn Pete over to
"Grandpa" Walton, who is 85 years
old, on the theory. that Pete did any
work or not there would be no casual
ties. "Grandpa:' has succeeded in a
determination to make Pet,- work.
'The two have started in to plow an
-8o acre field, and are expected to fin-
ish sometime this summer. The ex-
periment) is the talk of the country-
side. Pete's rule is to take a few
steps and. stop to think for five min-
utes. Efforts to cut short his breath-
ing spells are unavailing.—Globe-
Democrat.
Anderson Vandross and Ed Ray-
mond, colored, .were both held to the
grand jury in $acio bond by Judge
Sanckrs in the police court yesterday
morning. They are charged with
wearing that they did not go out in
the I. C. railroad yards and have
troubk with Mose Wilson, colored,
but it was proven they did and this
constituted the false swearing charge
on which they were held over.
Rerbers Smith, the colored
"hoodoo" doctor, was held to the
grand, jury in $2oo bond for obtaining
money by false pretenses. It is
claimed he sold Altba Wiley, negress,
a little hag that would cure her of
tumor for $2.50. The bag proved
worthless.
Laura Washington, colored, was
held to the grand jury in $150 bond
on the charge of maliciously assent-
ing another negro woman.
• Will Taylor was fined $1 and. costs
for being drunk on the public streets.
Harrison Chambers, Valter Boyd,
Allen Pepper and Alonzo Caldwell,
colored, were given another continu-
ance until tomorrow, because Cald-
well is not yet able to leave the city
hospital. They are charged with en-
gaging in the fight in the negre
woman's house in the alley behind
Gus Tate's grocery at Fifth and' Jeff-
erson streets. It was during this
fight that Chambers knoc -d Cald-
well's eye out with a bottle. Cham-
bers is charged with the additional
offense - mayhem for khocking the
•eye out, while, he is accused of fight-
ing iii the warrant with the balance.
SUBJECT MONEY
DR R. A. HICKS FILED SUIT
FOR THIS IN CIRCUIT
COURT.
Union Bank and Trust Company, of
Nashville, Tenn.. Sued V. G. Ger-
ner—Other Litigation.
In the circuit court yesterday Dr.
R. A. Hicks filed suit asking the
court to subject to liquidation of
Hick's judgment against A. N. Rob-
inson, the $350 in the circuit court.
Robinson is the physrician who carte
here and bought out Hicks, who is
also a physician and went to East
Tennessee to locate Robinson gave
notes for the 'business abet properties,
but not paying them Hicks stied and
got judgment for $om. Robinson's
property was sold and' the money is
now in court being fought for by sev-
eral creditors. Hicks now hies ask-
ing that it be applied to his debt.
It amounts to $35o.
Sued on Two Notes.
The Globe Bank and Trust coin--
pony filed, snit against J. W. Rigles-
berger and brother and E. E. Bel.1
for collection of two notes that Bell
executed to Riglestberger Brothers,
who sold them to the Globe bank.
They have never been paid. One was
a ninety-day note Bell gave Rigles-
berger November 17th, 194 for $too,
while the other is a ninety-day note
Bell gave Riglesberger Brothers Feb-
ruary 15th, 1905; for $50.
Divide Property.
Lee Weisner filed a suit asking the
court to order divided between
self, Girtrue Smith and others




Frank Boyd filed suit against F. G.
Gibson for $855 claimed due on ac-
count for professional services plain-
tiff furnished defendant. Gibson's
property was attached.
Sued On Notes.
The Union Bank and Trust com-
pany, of Nashville. Tenn., filed suit
against V. G. Garner for $250,
claimed due upon a ninety day note
Garner executed on the bank January
sth, loos, and which note has never
yet been paid.
NEW DIRECTORY
CARON PEOPLE OF LOUIS-
VILLE ARE NOW HERE FOR
THAT PURPOSE.
President S. D. Smith and His Crop
of Able Assistants Arrived Here
Yesterday.
By the time summer gets here
good this city will have a new direc-
tory, arrangements for which are now
being made, with result that the can°
vassers will immediately commence
going over thc city getting up the
names of every individual and cor-
poration existing here. This new di-
rectory will -be gotten out by the
Caron Directory company of Louis,
which issned, The Register's di-
rectory of two years ago, and which
issue is regarded by everybody of
the entire community as being the
only first class directory ever pub-
lished for this city.
, Mr. S. D. Smith, Isiisirtlent of the
Caron company, arrived in the city
yesterday with his force of men for
Purpose of immediately getting imp
the data necessary for the 1906 issue.
He jo.accompanied by Messrs. L. I).
Houston, N. W. Ladd and Henry
•Brernet, men who have spent their
lives getting up directories for all
the metropolitan cities of the United
States, and who will start to work
!this morning canvassing Paducah.
It will take about two months to
get everything in :alkalies when the
force then returns to Louisville whete
they maintain their mammoth print-
ing establishment used in connection
with publication of their issues.
Paducah has grown wonderfully
during the past forty-eight months to
the extent that the toss directory can
be improved upon, and they are in
the field to do this world.
CALLED TO NEW YORK
Officials of Mine Workers Will Con-
ler With Mitchell.
Indianapolis, Inds Feb. A.—
President Mitchell, of the 'Uri' .4
Mine Workers of America, has call-
ed to New York a number of the of-
ficials of the organization/ to con-
sider the proposition from the bit-
uminous coal operators to restore the
soak of 1903, which is an increase of
TIMMY FEBRUARY 22
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. "This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM 'HAPPIER THAN limn* D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ONE OF THE a PER CENT.
THAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I HANDLE NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.. REMEMBER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON. EDMUND WASTON TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY., IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERICA, TO SEE THAT
THEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DRINK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARKS TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, D. C., Feb. at, roo6.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lery, Hon. Edmund Watson Taylor,
Frankfort, Ky., says "That 95 per
cent of so-called whisky on sale is an
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distillers. Only 5 per cent. of
straight whisky, aged in its integrity
reaches the consumer and only a per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this 2 pet
cent, selling the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers lava( this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirits and
chemicals. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their product."
ON THURSDAY GAVE MY DISTILLER ANO
THER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF 
THE CELE-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH W
HISKY, DIS-
TILLED BY A. CUMMINS, COON HOLLOW, NEL
SON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED 
WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:




With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,








There Is Only One
Road to Right!
AND THAT IS RIGHT TO DRINK THE CELEBR
ATED WIL-
LOW SPRING WHISKY. THERE IS ONLY ON
E ROAD TO
TRUTH—AND THAT IS TRUTH. WHEN YOU DRINK
, DRINK
WILLOW SPRING BOTTLED IN BOND.
THERE IS ONLY ONE ROAD TO GOOD—THAT IS GOO
D-
NESS OF DON GILBERTO TO SELL US PURE WILLOW
 SPRING
WHISKY BOTTLED IN BOND AT THE DISTILLE
RY IN NEL-
SON COUNTY, COON HOLLOW, KY, BY A. CUMMI
NS, THEIR
DISTILLER, AT PRICES TO SUIT THE RICH AS WE
LL AS THE
POOR FOR PURITY.
5.55 per cent. over the present -scale.
Those W410 have been summoned are
National Secretary-Treasurer W. B.
Wilson, President Wellington Con-
tier, of the Indiana miners, and chair-
man of the bituminous miners' na-
tional scale committee; W. D. Ryan,
secretary-treasurer of the Illinois
miners, President Herman Perry, of
the Illinois miners, President W. H.
Haskins, of the Ohio miners, and th!
presidenes of the Southwestern min-
er!.
Vise President T. L. Lewis says
that a national convention of ths
miners will likely be called very
soon to work out the details of the
new prorsition of the operators, be-
oause the outlying districts not a
part of the competitive field have ar-
rangements made tor joint confer-




Has Incorporated to Beirin Business
at West Plains on April tat
The Clark's River Telephone com-
pany has filed articles of incorpora-
tion with the county clerk, says the
Mayfield Mlonitor. Th.: incorpora-
tors are J. W. Davis, W. R. Allen
and R. Y. Wilkerson.
The principal place of operation is
to he at West Plains and the capi-
tal stock. is $3.000 divided into 600
slhares at $5 each.
The names of the stockholders,
their postoffice address .and number
of shares subscribed are:
J. W. Davis, route 6, Mayfield,
too shares; M. R. Allen, rratte 6,
Mayfield, too shares; R. Y. V.'ilIcers
son, route 3, Hickory Grove. too
shares..
Business is to begin April 1-1 and
continue for 25 years.
The first meeting of the stockhold
ers will be held for election of Offi-
cers to be 'held at Iiressie's !-cbool
house on second Saturday in .!,larch.
PARTY WITHOUT ORGAN.
Republican Paper at Clinton, Iowa
Not to Support City Ticket.
Clinton, Iowa, Feb. 28 —The re-
publican party here find; itself with-
out the support of a single newspapcv
for the spring campaign. Two tickets
have been placed in the field, one by
the republicans and the other by the
"citizens." Last evening the Herald.
the only republican daily in the city,
announced that, following the sug-
gestion of President Roosevelt, it had
decided to disregard politics in city
affairs and would support the citi-
zens' ticket.
Surgeon-General Warman of the
Public !Health and Marine Hospital
service has notified the various gov-
ernment quarantine stations of thesp-




soo Good Songs and Instrumental pieces 3 r-3c. each.
600 Songs and Instrumental pieces, at 8 1-3c each.
700 Pieces of the Latest and Best Music at mat/2c each
Si oo Folios of Music, containing fine arrange
ments of Classical
favorites at 25C each.
soc Folios of Popular Music at Ise each.
Don't delay your purchases but come early to secure 
our best
offerings Our sale continues all next week
Harbour's Book Department.
'Next io WashingOishot
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is th
e care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and 
dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System








We Write Anything in Insurance
Mai :106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REA.I. ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH RM. ESTb.r..... WESTERN KENTUCKY FA
RIC.
EIONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. unman
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
*MG' Q w. WEITTEMOILE.. PIIIANIke•••• ao.
Cbe Buffet 40
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
M. C. Gray,  Proprietor.
FINE OLD WIN AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for ss cent:.
•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.





Steam and Hot Water Heating,
Phone 133. 5...y Broadw,y.
'''.111604.4.4•44.4.444.4.4.444.4.4•••/•••••••••44•••••1•44•
441•44•4•44.4.4•4044•414141.6
  Larost Fortune..
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today





You can start for $1. We pay four


















'Work will be started next month
on the-park. It will be greatly im-
proved and hestutifiedi The park is
now one of the finest in the country,.
The Southern league will try out
a lot of youngsters this season. Many
of the "old heads" want an increase
in salary and will not get it. The
salary limit of the Southern is $3,700.
The Kitty limit is $1,too.
Meyer., first baseman, who Cairo
claimet, is a purchase by Louisville
from Princeton, Ind., according to
11;e- Couricr-lJe,r::;'. 1J e
is to be tried out by Louisville, then
he will come back to he Kitty.
Sammy Van Sickles belongs to
Cairo and not to Danville. Cairo
promulgated his contract long ago
with President Gomel and Secretary
Farrell. Mr. McCarthy yesterday
started out to ascertain whether
Sickle, had signed another contract.
If he has Cairo will have nothing to
do with hirti‘ except to make an ex-
ample under Art. 24 of the National
agreement.—Cairo Bulletin.
"Nig" Langdon may not wear a
Charleston-'Mattoon uniform and be
a "Kitty" league player this season,
as be has refused to sign a contract
for the amount offered. Ile wants
$15 more, but the management has
two catchers in view, who are league
timber and will make good. One of
the men played in 85 games last year
and retired with an average of 1.00o
Langeion will, so it is claimed, play
independent ball this year.—Charles-
ton Courier.
A special from New York says:
"The advance guard of the New York
'National league baseball team will
leave this city this afternoon for the
training ground at Memphis, Tenn
In the party will be. Christopher
Mattieweon and his brother, Henry;
Gilbert, Donlin, Fitzgerald, J. H.
'Kennedy, a ucw infielder, whom Man-
ager MicGraw has just secured, and
Harry Tuthill, the trainer The first
championship game will be played
April 12."
Manager Lloyd has raised the ques-
eion as to the eligibility of President
Gosnell. He claims that under the
by-laws no official of the K. I. T.
league can act in this capacity. He
is an arbitrary officer and for an
official to be in the executive chair
would place the power in his hands
to favor tfts home city. This matter
will probably come up later. If
"Chief" Lloyd is right in his conten-
tion and Go,nell !timid continue to
serve hie acts would all be invalid.
•
of trustees of the Mutual Life Insur
ance company tremendous pressure
has been brought to bear on Mr.
Fish to induce 'him to ally hiinsvlf
openly with a policy holder,' move-
ment for the purpose of ousting the
present manamement ri the Mutual.
NEBRASKA DIVINE
DENIED NEW TRIAL
Omaha, Neb., Feb. a8.—Rev.
George Ware, sielio was recently con-
victed of participation in land frauds,
was denied a new trial this morning.
Ware was sentenced to a year in
jail and to pay a fine of $5,000. He
will appeal the cave to higher courts.
The seventh interdenominational
conference of the women's boards of
foreign missions of the United States
is in session at Nashville, Thin.
no girls who are written about in.
statics for their winks, or because
they found a fortune in speculations,
but just plain, pretty women who
have their minds on ,their work and
use their best efforts to support the
principals in the show. lii every
number they are winsome, and thaY
sang and danced and made the pict-
ures bright and lively. There are
no frrst spear ladies in the chorus.
No particular one is picked out to
move down stage and Show her dia-
mond ring. Ali are alike, and they
make up a chorus. Perhaps "The
Isle of Spice" has the cleverest com-
edians seen in musical shows in the
Crescent theater. Herbert Caw-
thorne, who is remembered for his
humor in many comedy acairs, is per
ticularly funny as one o fthe sailors
who dropped on "The Isle of Spice
JOHN PHILLIP SOUSA
at The Kentucky Tonight.
"ISLE OF SPICE."
from a balloon which had been sent
up by an American gunboat near the
strange country. He and Harry Wat
son, who is an old favorite here, ar:
irresistible, and they vie with each
,other for the most fun out of their
lbws. Their "Silly Sailors" is novel,
and the dances are so grotesque that
, both comedians establish themselves
in favor. Sam Mylle is anotherAt The Kentucky, Saturday Matinee
clever comedian, and his feature song
and Night. "The Goo Goo Man," is great. Geo.
• I Whyte is a spknclid sing
er, and he
The New Orleans Picayune has the scored a success. Harry Griffith .has
following to say of the "Isle of a fine voice, and in his song he
Thome is the name of the lat- Spice" which played there on Feb. gained many encores. Miss Leslie
eat man to sign his name to a Dan- lb,
ville contract Manager Wortharn who..anse Isle of Spice" at the Crimea.
is securing players for the Danville, Boniboka  Sam Mylle
Kitty league team, left night an-''Lieut. Harold Katchall..Geo. Whyte
flounced that he has twenty players ., Micky O'Grady. .Herbert Cawthorne
aigned and that eight of them art '• Slushy Mackinaw ....Harry Watson
twirlers. Thompson, who comes
' Z* O0  Harry Griffithhighly recommended, formerly played i
in the Western Baseball association.
, Konn°r  Robert Kane
'Teresa 
Out of the eight slab artists 
Leithe Leigh
Vi'orrham expects to. get a piching 
Kamorata  Mattie Martz Mattie Martz is a beautiful young
Wortham expects to get a pitching '
Aubena  Susie Forrester woman, and she is full of fun and
Ilanville Press. Trinket 
 France, Savage good song. Miss Frances Savage is
I There is !toping profound in "The another charming and comely woman
Brackett goes back to Buffalo as Isle of Spice," one of
 the sweetest and she wins with her voice and
the following clipping from an ex-imusical melanges which has 
.been 'clever acting. Miss Lillian Gorman.
Change evidences: Eleven players brought here for playgoers this
 sea 
MMM .11Mm•
have been given their unconditional
relaee by the Cleveland club, all of
the American league teams having
waived claim on them. The Atlanta
team received five of the players.
They are: Pitchers Raymond, Bur-
nam and Bracken; Cathcher Ever;
and First Baseman Fox. Bateman
goes to Milwaitkee. hilanliky back to
Des Moines, Pitcher Brockett to
Buffalo, Lipe to Macon, Catcher
Brown to Boston, and Pitcher Halla
to Indianapolis.—Brockett was forma
erly with Cairo. 
,new school of comedy, which is so
bright and above the great and ugly
It is . delightful to notice how sweep 
of the usual fun in musical
coniedies• and poorly written comic
— -Cairo, Vincennes -and, Paehtesth sport
writers seem to see nothing to it but 
operas that one can-idesit4 the hu-
lhose teams. They should remeMber 
mor with. ,that of wit. "The Isle if
--that Mattoon and Danville fought 
Spice" was not given the credit Which
for pennants in 1898 and 1899 in the 
it was entitled to, and . playgoers
'Three-Eye league and Jacksonville 
half way expected A run of plain
was in the old Western Association 
songs, pretty girls and a few come-
for two years. • The fans in the new diens and 
a promise of a couple of
cities areettseil to the fastest kind oi dull hours. Bu
t the show had hard-
ball and' intend to have it. No "brush lv started before thos
e who were the
league" article for them. Once this first-niahters began a show 
of enthu-
is understood our amour propre will siasra and understood th
at they were
be satified--Mettoon Star. !being tseat.ed to one of the 
true the-
'And Mattoon and Jacksonvillemust atricat confections. The first 
song
not forget that Paducah has: had a number is sr, full Rf 'harmony that
"little" baseball experience. It was the playgoers cannot resist encoring,
. in the old Central league and, has and last night "Little Maids. of Nico-
4 
I been in the Kitty two seasons, each bar" made such a pronounced bit
. time being a factor. Paducah has al- that the first-nighters could hardly
Si ways maintained a fast team. The, get ,n,,,,,,gih of the music. 'To go in-
Three-Eye is no faster than the to the story of "The Isle of Spice"
'Kitty. In fact many' Kitty cast-offswould only call back to mind other
have made good in the Three-Eye. magical. 'tomeidiee and comic operas
If any of the new cities deptier on which %should be forgotten. Putting
getting the poorest of the Three-Eye the went, into dream-countriess
they will have no trouble in holding thoeei who worked out "The Isle of
a tail end position. But the new Illi-noi Spice" .showed their appreciation of
members are good baseball art. The scenic effect* are splendid,
cities", have capable managers and T end then the costuming is richer for
should be in the race. the simplicity employed in the selec-
WANT STUYVESANT FISH 
' tion. While the Orientll gowns and
TO LEAD POLICY HOLDERS. 
costumes, davit% the charming back-
ground, won The fancy, the playgoers
New York, Pete a8.—Since StnY- were captivated by The cleverest
!resent Fish resigned from the board cliorits seen here in years. There are
son, and the great crowd that was in
the Ceesent theatre last night delight-
ed in very little melody. Light in
the story co‘struction, it finds the
limits of ail, and in the while that
"Titre Isle of Spice" is offered there
is an absence of things material from
all minds, and when the delightful
music is but an echo the humorous
sense is stirred to its highest pitch.
Without pretending that there is wit
it, the lines the players introduce a
Leigh, a, ale King's ward, is a pret-
ty young woman, and her voice is
mellow and rich, and in the first song
number she won favor for "The Isle
of Spice." Miss Leigh knows her art
well, and is capable of great things.
The song, "Peggy Brady," is tune-
ful. and Miss Leigh gave it so nye t
ly that it will be made popular. Miss
another sweet young woman, is a
help in be show. The others of the
company are good, and the show is
so nicely polished that it will have
a great run .:Ihroughout the week,
with the usual matinees on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday.
Sousa and His Band at The Ken-
tucky Tonight.
In his particular field, that of con-
ducting a modern military band,
Sousa 'stands absolutely alone, and
his case has no parallel. In the or-
chestral field no one conductor mo-
nopolizes the field; there are Nick-
idh, Richter, Weingaertner, Gericke,
Power, Scheel and Herbert, all emi-
nent, and between them dividing the
world's plaudits. No one pianist :s
supreme, fo rthere are Padtrewski,
uer, Reisenauer, Zeisler, Carreno
and many others. In the vocal field
conditions are similar, many brilliant
talent:, :Ind no sing:e one, over al..
But just mention "concert band" itt
any part of the world, and instantly
companison is made with just one
organization; "The Sousa band.
Either it is "better" than the Sousa
band or "not so good . " Every band
standard is measured by that created
through the agency of John Philip
Sonsa's genius and tireless efforts
that extend over Jnore than a quarter
of a century.
BOND COMPANIES EXCLUDED
From the State of Massachusetts by
Bank Commissioners.
Boston, Feb. 28.—Because of the
alleged refusal of the North Ameri-
can Investment company of the
United States and the American Re-
serve Bond company of Lexington,
Ky., to permit an examination of
their books, the state savings bank
commissioners today revoked the
authority of these companies to do
business in Mlassachusetts. The
former concern which was organized
under the laws of the state of Dela-
ware, has its principal offices in St.
Louis, and has a branch in this city.
The American Reserve Bond com-
pany formerly was known as the
Southern Mutual investment ci-
pany of Lexington, Ky. There is an
agiency in this city.
Both companies sell bonds and
contracts on the partial payment
plan. The law under which an ex-
amination of foreign companies do-
ing business in this commonwealth
must submit to an examination by the
savings bank commisioners was
passed in 1904.
REPRESENTATION IN
SOUTH IS TO BE REDUCED.
Washington, Feb. 28.—The open-
ing gun will ,be fired in the
great struggle to reduce the repre-
sentation in congres, of Southern
States, which by legislation have dis-
franchised negro voters. Gen. J.
Warren Keifer, of Ohio, former
speaker of the house, and now repre-
sentative from the Springfield dis-
trict, will introduce his bill to change
the present apportionment of the
membership of that body. The meas-
ure provides for the following re-
duction, in Southern delegations;
Alabama, from g to 5; Arkansas,
from 7 to 5; Florida, from 3 to 2;
Georgia, from 11 to 6; Louisiann,
from 7 to 3; Mississippi, from 8 to 3;
North Carolina from to to 6; South
Carolina, from 7 to 3; Tennessee,
from to to 8; Texas, from 16 to 12;
Virginia, from to to 8.
These reductions, it is proposed,
shall apply to the election of mem-




....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadviay, PADUCAH, KY.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON. EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored".
Lel" ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 16og TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
s.
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.,




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii









!Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,
I I Wick





123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 151 Incorpiratsd.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padur-sth, Kentucktf,
Capital arid Surplus $115/5,000,
ED P. NOBLE, PRE& • 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pay. 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes ia fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to gio per year as to size. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
We Offer 00100 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY 
US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $zo.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
, LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINA.
1
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
..:.We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our w
ork
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which 
defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clo
cks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. CI xks called for and delivered 
at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice a
nd short
prices. Diamonds reset while you w ait. We will take. in exch
ange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no 
use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the 
same as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO AL
L WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY. . .`..(.4  trittnePrlin=1 1111101.
'Watches cleaned and examined  75c up. Watch Hands 
foc up
New Mainspring, best quality 75c tip. Watch Glasses
  toc up.
New Case or Ha:rspring 75c up. Watch Keys 
SC. 
NewJewels, whole or cover 5oc up.
We are die cheapest it; • iatch and Jewelry repairing in Padu
cah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, lianufactur riFc Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113 R (Lio BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY •






REGisTERigi„es as his reason for breaking into
print, a rep:y to the strictures on the
aldermen contained in a recent edi-
torial in these columns, and then as-
sumes to speak for the aldermen and
.states they expect The Register to
leave no stone uiiiiiirtectto place that
body in an. embarrassing position.
We ;have not had the opportunity to
interview all the aldermen, -but we
are satisfied that Alderman Palmer
does not voiceeihe sentiments- of at
least a few of those gentlemen. The
statement of the attitude of The
Register towards the board is not
borne out by facts. Since the new
board went into office • it has taken
action, out of the ordinary, in but
four instances. Three of those acts
net with the editorial 'endorsement
of The Register, towit: 'hit refusal
to renew license- to certain saloons,
the establishing of the office of a
city buyer and the instructions to the
solicitor to institute suits against
delinquent taxpayers. Three out of
four acts, this paper, did indorse, but
we did not and will not indorse the
-illegal action in accepting a lighting
contract, or any act to deprive the
city of Paducali of the full use and
benefit of its own lighting plant, and
will insist that the will of the ma-
jority of the people be obeyed and
that plant put in condition to meet
the demands of the city. k It is up to
Alderman Palmer to Show the
g:ounsis upon which She aldermen




'At Register Building, 523 Broadw
ay.
JAMES E. WILlita.td, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasprer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM,%ecretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matt
er.
One Year $5.00
fiix Months   2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
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Alderman Painter's Card.
It was with much pleasure and 
in-
terest that we reia a two, colu
mn
communication in the News-Demo -
ceat of Tuesday and the same article,
with some variations, in the Sun of
yesterday, from pen of our dis-
tint/fished fellow citizen Alderman
Lei] Parl Palmer, in Which he un-
deritakes to place before the people
ot this city the position of the board
cineldiernien on the street' lighting
question. But in reality, the article
may more properly be classed as an
expressien of resentment towards the
editor of., The Register, mho in a
recent issue had the temerity to
question the wisdom of that august
branch of the city government to
whch Aides-man Earl Parl Palmer
has the honor to -belong. It is well
enough for an editor to rest in bliss-
ful ignorance of 'masterful answers"
that might flow from the scintillating
pens of men who bear the stamp of
genius and statesmanship upon their
broad and imposing brows; for many
a man, if he could but lift the veil
of the nature would perhaps discover
consequences that would cause his
courage to fail him and stay his
tongue or pencil, and to accept the
old proverb, "Silence is golden."
But -having once been brotsgiht face
to face with a controversy he should
gracefully accept the eituation and
establish his position if possible.
As a public servant we commend
Alderman Palmer for making public
his views of the question -that is of
absorbing interest to the public at
this time. Every public servant
must stand upon this record, be it
good, bad or indifferent, and the
more his constiruents know of it, the
better able will they be to judge. As
a citizen and a business man, Mr.
l'almcr stands high, and any criti-
cism that may be made- of a man at
a public servant, cannot be construed
as a reflection upon him personally.
As the editor of a newspaper' we he
a semi-public man and our
opinions and actions as such are
open to criticism, for we, in that ca-
pacity, assume to critise publis
men and measures. Alderman 177
flier is exceedingly fortunate in hav-
ing the columns of two daily papers
at this disposal, and should he' run
short of space, perhaps, other ave-
nues of pubhciti could he afforded
* * *
In the first place an analysis Of ihe
"masterful" dorunient convinces one
&et the corporate






to their well hail
plans and designs upon obtaining a
complete monopoly of the lighting
privileges in the city of Paducah.
The corporation organs have misted
the public so often upon matters of
this character' that they have f
felted the confidence of the people,
hence for some one who is scarcely
known to the people to leap into the
breach and assail the editor of the
only newspaper that stands up for
the people, is a stroke of genius
worthy of men w'hos'e chief stock in
trade is scheming to hoodwink the
and acquire unto thernselvea
<xcliteive rights and privileges by,
which they may profit at the expense
of their fellow citizens and neighbors.
We may be mistaken in this assump-
tion, if so, then what moves Alder-
man Earl Pail Palmer to become'the
self-appointed Moses to lead the cor-
poretiinterests out of-the wilderness
into the promised nd flowing with mer
t .
hone ai Merman, Palmer
Is
etm.
* * • •
Alderman Palmer asserts that the
present board was elected by large
majorities. The official figures show
that he was elected by 160 votes over
a democrat and 'his fellew members
by similar majorities. As he lays
stress upon the 'election it might be
well to suggest that out of the tecoo
and odd votes received by -him and
his ticket, at least poo or more of
the votes weee-scait by negroes, so
from that standpoint we fail to see
any great cause for self-congratula-
tion, for negroes do not vote the
democratic ticket. It is true that
many independent voters wanted a
change, and were actuated to so vote
upon the idea that the old boards
were too closely identified with cer-
tain interests, but lo, and behold,
Alderman Papper seerns to be the
champion of
o 
Elie aof the identical in-
terests that seeks to dominate the
people, .and today if the election was
to take place, that very position
would sweep every republican into
oblivion.
We learn in the article that as
soon as the new board veere into
office that it cast a-bout to inaugurate
reforms'. Yes, and in this respect
several members of an organization,
of which the president of the trac-
tion company is also et esident, and
Alderman Palmer is onef the vice
presidents, hatt been rendering yeo-
man sastelce towards fastening a
lighting contract on the city. Some
me ago, as soon as a meeting of
that body dosed, an after -meeting
was held and a former councilman,
who, when- he was in office seemed
to represent- the rrporations more
than he did the people, made a
speedh on the glories of turning the
lighting of the streets over to a priv-
ate corporation, and the corporation
organs the next day said his senti-
ments were accepted by all those
present. But those_ papers did_ not
state that -When this ex-councilman
offered for re-election that lie was
defeated worse than any ether old
member on the ticket, a-nd when he
tried it again two years later he was
zgain badly defeated.
*
We next bear of Alderman Palmer
reel at select number holding a "dark
lantern" meeting at a tobacco ware-
house. The editor of this paper was
not present and what we learned of
that meeting was from some of the
gentlemen present, and if -they de-
ceived us, We stand ready to correct
anything that we may siy. Some
of the light committee were not in-
vited to ?hat meeting. Iry the dis-
cussion of closing down the city's
light plant it was suggested that the
members go very slow and ascertain
the sentiment of the people; that the
people were in favor of municipal
ownrship. It is said that Alderman
Earl Pad Palmer flared up and. asked,
"Are- they intelligent people, and
people who know what, they want?"
He was inforhted that they were
taxpayers. Now if Alderman Pal-
asked the question attributed to
The Itegister recognizing the
fact that he has been a citizen Of Pa-
ducah but a few year:,., is pleased
to inform him that the advocaten ef
municipal ownership in this cityi*re
to be found in every avenue and
walk of life. In our opinnen any
man endowed- by his Creator wit an
active and healthy brain, is bottr an
-intelligent and thin-king man, anda
ninety-five out of every 'hundred men
know better what -they want than
any alderman or any other man. ni
a man's capacity for ,tifiught ie.-tee-be
measured by -his 's4cess in rfinan-
cial way, then •Tfie ister h in a
position to assert thil men iontia are
stockholders ind -diPt^cibrs iri- }litany
of Paducah's fipancial institutions
and enterprises, are advocatest of
municipal ownership, in fact, we Save
in mind half a dozen ardent Munici-
pal ownership advocates, eithet one
of whom has more propertfenthan
any. four of the aldermen put to-
gether; many of the leading lawyers,
doctors and other professional men
ere advocates of municipal owner-
ship. The working class, with ttheir
skilled mechanics and owners' of
comfortable homes are likewise ad-
vocates and believer* in municipal
ownership. Hence when a public
servant questions the intelligence of
the public there is something ,qut of
gear somewhere. The people of this
city 'believe the city can make 0 suc-
cess of the lighting plant and If. the
aldermen will cut loose from the in-
fluence of corporate partisens s like
Alderman Palmer appears to be, and
devote their energies to carrying out
the will of the people, they wile' soon
find themselves receiving the plaudits
of the constituents, thousands oi
whom have lived there for years,
and well remember ttlis city's exper-
ience with a private corporation
that had a monoply of the lighting
business It required a strong fight
to break the grasp the old gas
company had on 'the city, and the al-
dermen are now trying to put the
shackles on the city once more.e
iii • •
Al'aerman Palmer in his attack un-
dertalses to defevid hia it'" by
quoting ae exist* frcia el r's
address in reference tenth Ii ng
plant and also an extract from the
report of the board of public works
Of a few weeks ago on the sante sub-
ject. The mayor recommenA the
enlargement of the plant, so ,ind the
board of public works, mid thee .one
word about farming /out the plant or
making a contract with the lighting
company. The board of public works
stated that the plant was overlisachad,
and for this reason Mderman Palmer
would have it appear that action in-
stanter was imperative. No that's
not the trouble—the lighting company
is the one in a hurry, not -the city.
First a contract for ten years was
the only proposition the corpoeation
would have, but the law prevented
such a deal. Now .they are .willing
to take an eight-months' contract,
and for only 75 lights instead Of 200
lights. Just any old thing to get
mixed up in the street lighting of
Paducah so as to prevent the city
from enjoying the full fruits of mu-
nicipal ownership. iBut let Uff go
back a tittle. The hoard of public
works acted wisely in railing atten-
tion to the condition of the ,,plant.
Tt may be Overloaded, and e- may
freak rIne.r,—,,o inzly t!lc liihtin;
company's plant. The board of pub-
lic works may be- mistaken. On Jan-
uary 3, peas, that hoard in its annual
report said: ,
"The only complaint we have had
has been want of lights at points
where needed, but this has been im-
possible to remedy, for the reason.
the plant is now loaded to its full
capacity and no others can be added
until same is enlarged, a matter that
will require your necessary attention
the ensuing year." •
Now mind yam, fourteen months
ago it was said the city's light plant
"is now loaded to its full capacity."
We now state it as s fact that cannot
be disputed that for re months past
the city's plant -has furnished 163
lights, and the service has beeafirst-
class, and is still furnishing' the
lights. Just how long (it will con-
' 
tunic we do not know, but 14 Months
ago grave fears were entertained- that
its usefulness was over. The cor-
poration organs and champions say
the plant Is worthless, btirvelmt sa
the people?
• * * ft
We are informed by Alderman
Palmer that "the board of aldermen
have cut* knot by accepting a con-
tract; frzteqhtinir company to
' a
supply lights to the city." ' That
contract is not bindle -F. fur tbe city.
lkian only provide for 'lighting the
streets by ordinance; a fact that the
Eghting company has since discov-
tied, even if Alderman Palmer and
his associates have not yet discov-•
ered it. We might here -suggest that
the aldermen post up on the law,
inasmuch as they have taken an oath
to act according to rhe law. First
tele silly move to make a ten year
'contract, next to contract by a sim-
ple resolution. Such child's play
deeroys the confidence of the peo-
ple.
* * *
We are further informed that the
figures contained in The Register ed-
itorial are the work of a juggler."
That's good. Perhaps the editor
should have gone to Alderman Pal-
mer for a few lessons in arithmetic,
and then the figures would have
been satisfactory to the corporation
interests, but as the problem was one
that any. school child can work, we
felt safe in at least trying to figure
it out. Here's the intricate prob-
lem in its simplest form: Paducah
has 165 street lights. It is proposed
to increase the number to aoo lights
That makes 35 additional lights. The
general council has appropriated $8,
ow for the city's plant, that has been
and is furnishing 165 lights, and now
that body proposes to make a con-
tract With the lighting company for
A certain number of lights for $4,-
687.50 per annum, or to spend $4.-
687.50 more than it has heretofore
paid for 165 hem. If the city will
then only have aoo lights, the 35 ad-
ditional lights will be virtually cost-
ing the city $4,687.50, or $133.93 per
light per year. Results are all that
count. If Paducah gets ifiS lights
for $8,000 and 200 Lights will cost 1 that he ce
anged the water and light
$12,687 . so, the 35 additional lights 'committee beca
use %ldern13 T1 Palmer
I 
• •
will virtually cost $4,687.50. That had asked to be 
put 's on Coat rom-
an. business sense- i mittee. As 
Alderman Planner has
influence !endeavored to explain to the public
why The Register opposes the con
tract to the lighting company, he
might also explain 'his desire to be
placed on the water and light cam-
thing reliable and they will speak
for themselves.
* * *
It is a mistake for newcomers- to
Paduca-h, whether they be corpora-
tion men or others, to imagine that
the people of this city do not know
what they want. The Register as-
serts that they want municipal own-
ership, and if Alderman Palmer and
the general council have any doubt,
on that score, the city at a cost of
less than $250 can determine the
question by simply calling an elec-
tion for the purpose of ascertaining
the sense of the people on veiling
bonds for a municipal lightiog and
water plant . This question is live
question and will continue to be un-
til settled in that way. The champ-
ions of corporations may _get IMO
the general council, but history- has
shown the people of this city to have
the power to pet rid of them at the
ballot box. And The Reetiter
would urge the people of this city
to -become fully awake and by your
protests and influence seek to have
your representatives to perform their
duty to you, and not suffer the cor-
poration interests to dominate the
present general council as they have
with such bodies in the past.
And "common
inspired by corporation
can turn the nveinnowing proces."
on that kind of "chaff" and still reit
change the figures.
• • •
'The distinguished alderman in his
Vs. cle classes the threat of invoking
tAe courts as a species of intimida-
tion, but such arguments are the
veriest Tot. When the people's- rep-
resentatives or anyone else strays
from the paths of duty and attempt
to evade an obligation, the lauful
recourse is to the courts. The at-
torney for the local corporatians
sought to deprive The Register of
its rights as the official newspseer,
and we defeated him in the circwt.
court and the court of appeals. 14-•
either did not know the law or suf-
fered his personal prejudice .to in-
fluence him. Again the general
comma of Paducah sought to de-
prive The Register of certain rights
it possessed under the law and again
we went to the court of appeals and
forced the general council to obey
the law. No one hankers aftFr liti-
gation, but when public eflickrs or
private citizens go beyond lawful
bounds, the courts will' enforce the
rights of others, if appealed to. The
citizens of Paducah nor The Re...ster
have no desire to intimidate the gen-
eral council, neither do they propose
to permit any half a dozen or so of
menilkihri happen to be in office to
heap upon the taxpaycrs of this city
any grevious burden not counte-
nanced by the law. The city has a
light plant of its own and it is the
ditty of its representatives to enable
it to perform its functions which at
this time is to furnish all of the light
required for the streets.
* • *
There is one remark that was used
in The Register that should have
been in quotation marks, and it was
"Figuree, don't lie, but liars do figi
ere," we merely used a hackneyed
phrase more to emphasize a point
than to cast any reflection upon any
one who procured the figures on the
city' lighting plant that appeared in
a corporation organ, for we do not
know who made up the figures, and
at the time stated that we preferred
to await the figures from those fa-
miliar with the records, and not
those gotten up by men who had ht
been in office long enough to get
their chairs warm. Those figures
are now being compiled under the
direction of the mayor and when
complete will` cover every cent ex-
pended by the -city on -the light plant
from its inception to January r,
1906, together with the detailed re-
sults obtained. Whim those figures
are- nettle the public will have some•
Since Alderman Earl Peri Palmer
would have the people to believe
that the editor of The Register is
disposed to interfere witu thc wel-
fare of Paducah. an dto embarrass
the general council. in its work,
which we have shown to be without
foundations we wish to say that the
editor of The Register and some of
the city officials have been informed
by certain aldermen that after Presi•
dent Starks, of the board of alder-
men had
mittee.
made Up -his committee..
_
COSTLY RIDE
I HARRY MORELAND PAID es
AND TRIMMINGS FOR A
LITTLE JAUNT
Frank Boatwright and John Tucker
Charged With Cursing Each
Other.
harry Moreland was arrested yes
terday by Officers Gourieux and Rog
ers on the charge of violating the
city ordinance preventing anyone
from riding on the public streets
with prostitutes. lie plead guilty
immediately and paid a $5, which
still be entered up this morning when
ibis case is docketed in the police
court. The two women he is charg-
ea with riding with were Lotta
Mulder and Rosa Schroeier.
Bad Language Used.
Frank Boatwright and John Tuck-
er, white, got into an argument yes-
terday and each wed towards the
other language not well groomed for
parlor use. Each had warrants is-
sued against the other, Tucker being
charged with a breach of the peace
and Boatwright with using it:wilting
banguage towards Tucker-. Officers
IGouricux and Rogers arrested Tuck-er, while Pate:Ansel' Johnson and
l Ueseian arrested Boatwright.
Drunkenness Charged.
E. S. Miller was arrested yester-
day by Officers Ferguson and Hill
on the shelve of being drunk and dis
orderly. •
About Dropped Case.
The detectives and police have quit
devoting especial attention to Ow
Burns Garner murder of 'several
weeks ago, as they have run down
every clue they thought anything
was in, but it -exploding, they have
about dropped activity on the mat-
ter but of course continue on ,ra sharp
lookout and if artything turns up
will be ready to follow it up. Gar-
ner wan t the young fello
w whose
body was found beside the dry
docks at the foot of Jefferson street,
where he had been thrown by his
murderers.
Nrithing Develops.
The authoeitie, have not been able
to develop anything in connection
with the spfeblowing several weeks
ago at Ivey!s general merchatxlise
store in Harvey, Marshall county.
Presi4ent W. H. Holcomb, of the
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FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TM RIB
BE WISE AND GET 'A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST
CLASS ORDER WE DO Tlie
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A














Pictures, Diplomas, Cettificatak. °
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-






IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDin any particular with the dossof Job Printing you have been
testier, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thorouebly competent
workmen cannot fall to produce
the desired (Hid. Proof of all

















The firandest Opportunity 
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and
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closeout our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
?. Ever Offered! ittriees  goingToSiL 
souiastisonacebo. nafidee grsaeleatoefstanoimpomrens;ystoecvkeroof fFfeurrencitigteduAcaTh 
house..
 keepers to furnish up. Everyerything marked plain figures. Come early and avoid I
the rush. Terms of sale Cash.
TWO STORES-414410 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST. 






'Stant. Lich We 4ellectedt
the Somdia6411
Tuiladliy.
Next Tuesday ni t at the meet-
ing of the city eitehtsbe -,Soard, there
will be sulectede_ who are
to be the coifs the
school censtiousiAn .tbe ,month of
April. The that this
enumeration _shall be held during
that miontb, and in' preparing for it
the trustees always choose the census
takers during the March gathering,
in order they can have everything




NOW GET PART DUE
FROM STATE.
During the Month of February the
County Clerk Has Issued Thirty-
Fan Wedding Licenses.
Yeiterday County Clerk Hiram
Si-matey received from State Treas-
urer Herry 'Bosworth, of Frankfort,
$375 to be used in paying the county
supervisors of McCracken county for
their recent session. The supervis-
or', sit here and raise and lower
property assessments for state and
county taxes'. The state pays half
the first of the ensuinf nionth. of Ube expense and the county the
'There are akeady quite a number of other half. The total cost this year
applicants for the positions, and by was $703.
the first of April many more will be
in, as generally from eight to twelve
seek the position. It takes nearly
the entire month of April to get up
the census, which shows how :nany
people live here of sehooling age.
These lists are forwarded to Frank-
fort, where there is allowed out of
the state school fund, so much for
each local inhabitant of stivool age.
Secretary Out Yesteriby.
Secretary W. II. Pitcher, of the
school board, was out yesterday fot
the iru- t tin...e in three *peke, he hay;
• ing been laid up 
frohe thjet4es causedA
II by falling during the cold spell of
weather the first week of February.
He was able to be down at his office
yesterday.
Property Sold.
Property \ in Terrell's Fountain
park additiot11 has been sold by R
G. Terrell and Edward Terrell to C.
G. Acker for $250. The deed was
yesterday fikd with the county clerk
for record.
Fannie Allard sold to M. Ile Wil•
liens for $2,000, property on Faith.
betweeo 11m-dean and Madison
streets.
Given Campbell transferred to the
Campbell Realty Company for $t and
other considerations, property in the
county.
W. L. Love, Jr, bought from
Charles T. Triseheart for $150, prop-
erty out on the Hinkle-vine road be-
Superintendent Returns. 
. sond Oak Grove cemetery.
Superintendent C. M. Lich will re- 
'For ;boo land in the county was
turn tonight or tomorrow from siAd 
by Joe Kaufman tot.,Vary, A.
Loitisville, where he has been since 
Purchase.
Tuesday morning attending the us- 
Eugenia Geary sold to Andy and
tional gathering of the Superintend- 
Cora Williams Clark for $50o, prop-
ent"s association of the United
States. Reports from there are that
several hdndred are in session and
a most instructive and beneficial
gathering being conducted.
McConnell Relligned.
The Louisville papers arriving yes-
terday stated that the day before a
meeting Was held there by the exe-
cutive committee for the Kentucky
State Educational Association and
during the getiserAng Mr. W. II. Mc-
Connell tendered his resignation as
secretary of the association. Mr. J.
L. Foust, of Owensboro, will per-
form the secretary's duties until the
executive committee meets in Bowl-
ing Green. Ky., July 2oth, when a
successor will be chosen to Prof. Mc-
Connell, who is the well known Padu-
cahan that last year went to Wash-
ington D. C., and acc‘pted a position
upder the civil service in the book-
keeping departmen for the national
treasury -service.
Lieb Settled On:
One of the trustees yesterday
',tatted that it had been decided' to
re-elect Supt. Lieb for another year's
service in charge of the schools. The
election will be held next Tuesday
evening, at which time Prof. George
O. MIcIlroolm he a candidate
for the place which he held-for twelve
years up until foor years; ago.- The
trustees, though, will continue. Mr.
Lich in that place, where he has
given such eminent satisfaction and
built the schooltup vrderfullY.
For Sale.
L000 loads of dry heating and cook
Move wood $1.25 per twohoree load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Bell Sons, I33o South Third Orect.
Puryear, of Abstract Co.,knows or
can discover all that is knowable or
discoverable about your
Mrs. J. 13. Garber and Mrs. W. C.
Gray .have gone to Hopkinsville, Ky.,
to visit the former'a mother.
erty its Fountain park.
J. L. James bought from E. W.
Whittemore for $1 and other con•
siderations property in Murrell's
West End addition.
George C. Hughes sold to E. W
Whittemore for St and other con-
siderations property on NL'atts boule-
vard.
Marriage Licenses.
During the month of February.
which cloeed yesterday, the clerk is-
sued 29 licenses to witite couples de-
siring to wed and only five to color-
ed couples. Yesterday he issued two
licenses as follows: R. A. P. Pool.
aged 24, and M. I. Franklin, aged
of this city; J. R. Nelson. aged
38, and Fannie Jameson aged 28, of
birdsville, Livingston county. Each
of the two couples 'have been mar
ritd once before except Miss Jam-
son.
For Sale or Charter.
Steno% heel steamboat, registered
64 toms, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is 97x271/2-
x4.54feet; engines tox31/2 feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches diameltierx22 feet, allow-
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 inches light.
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
New Factorv Now Ready
too girls wanted. Clean work
and goo,' wages,. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Co.
Though Frederick VIII., the new
king of Denmark, is 62 years old,
he bears his years lightly. He has
emphatically led the simple life and
there is no other royal ruler living
so democratic as he. This puts him
in marked contfuet with his father,
Wilt) at times W.a% quite haughty.
King Frederick is grand master of
Masons in Denmark. He is a great
adknirer of this country and its insti-




BUGGIES AND HARNESS OF
TWO PARTIES SOLD YES-
TERDAY.
Yesterday morning Justice Charles
Emery had sold the harness and bug
gy of Dri J. B. Garber to satisfy a
judgment given the JOhn G. Reis-
kopf Buggy company for $77 due on
note the doctor gave in purchasing
a buggy from the concern. Ben
Ogilvie bought the vehicle and har-
ness for $40.
Another Outfit Sold.
Sheriff John -Ogilvie yesterday in
front of his office on Legal Row,
sold to the 'highest bidder the har-
ness, buggy and laprohe of M. F.
Tee-yin, to satisfy a judgment of $82
given against him in the circuit court
in favor of Errglert & Bryant, the
grocers of South Second street, who
had an account against Teevin. Eng
tete & Bryant bought in the buggy
and oth,e- articles for $34.
Mankin Farm Sold.
Yesterday Mrs. H. C. Allison
sold to Mrs. Lola Mankin yesterday
for $2,250, the 159 acre farm in the
county over which a controversy ex-
isted. Mrs. Allison iv the widow
of the late "Doc" Allison, while
Mrs. Mankin is his daughter. The
latter has been residing on her fath
er's farm, and. when the parent died
Mrs'. Mankin contested for the plan-
tation in the circuit court, but Mrs.
Allison won possession of it. She
now sells it to Mrs. Mankin.
Hollis Judgment Affirmed
Yesterday at Frankfort the appel-
late court affirmed the decision of
the local circuit court, wherein Felix
G. Rudolph, administrator- of the J.
D. Hollis estate. got $2,000 judg-
ment against the Illinois Centril
railroad.
--a--
Hollis was foreman of the crew
constructing the new Cairo division
of the road several years ago. Each
evening the workmen would come in
front down the new division, to
spend the night with their families
here its the city while the work train
was coming back. Hollis was jolted
from the front end of the flat car on
vhich he was sitting, and falling un-
derneath the wheels, was killed
CUPID'S BELLS
MISS JAMESON AND J. R. NEL-
SON, OF LIVINGSTON,.
WE HERE.
Mrs Leta Ford Poe and Dr R J
Smith United in Marriage—
Professor Mahler Leaves
2.00 SHOE
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR $2.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
Lender &Lydon,
Paducah, Ky.309 Broadway, ••
The couple afterwards left on their
bridal tour of two wezies through
the Son h and then return 'here to
resume their home. '
Dancing School Closed.
Prof. MahltIr and wife last evening
closed their dancing school to go to
El Paso Texas, today. They return
during April when the professor will
instruct the "Kirmess" that is to be
given for the benefit of the Confeder-
ate monument fund.
Informal Card Party.
Mrs. Wm. Hughes, of West Jef-
ferson street, will tomorrow after-
noon entertain informally at cards,
Yesterday at noon ir . the pastor'.
study of the First klaptist church
there was united in marriage Miss
Fannie Jameson and Mr. J. R. Nel-
son, of Livingston county. The ccre
mony was perfbrtned by Rev. C. E.
Perryman, of the Baptiat_ denomina-
tion.
The bride is teh daughter of Mr.
James Jameson, of the BilkdsvilL.
section of that adjoining county,
while Mk-r-elson is from the same
vicinaty, both being young people of
prominent families.
Married Yesterday.
Mrs. Leta Ford Poe and Dr R
J. Smith were yesterday afternoon
al, I o'clock united in marriage at
fe residence of the. bride's father,
Mr. T. E. Ford, of 1245 South
Sixth street. 'The ceremony was per
formed by Rev. Peter Field', of the
Third street Methodist church.
•
complimentary to Mrs. Will D.
Sands-:s, of Columbus, Miss., and
Mrs. J. Moss Terry, of Louisville
•An explosion of nitroglycerin at
the Mlarietta Torpedo company's
plant, Williamson, W. Va., wrecked






Friday morning at 9 o'clock sharp, we will offer you
this elegant fully warranted to be as good as made,
full uickle plared Shear, 7 and 8 inches long, for ONLY
33 CENTS---one to a customer. These Shears were
purchased by us in our recent purchase of the entire
stock of the Kentucky Glass and Queensware Co., and
are the same Shear sold by them for 75 and 85 cents
respectively. Get only for they are certainly real
bargains. : : For the above day we have arranged
anothev 5 cent Bargain Counter, which will be full of
nice and useful articles, any 'one of which,"worth sev-













We have any style you













We have any style-you




So many continually ask how,
oben and where and by whom, as
many holidays and customs originate.
*hat the following article can be read
with interest, as it answers such
questions about the Lenten season:
Tuesday, February :0, was Shrove
Tuesday, or, IS7called by the, French
-Mardi Gras"--2-fat or greasy Tues-
day; and Wednesday, February 28,
was Ash Wednesday, the first day in
Lent. This year Easter will fall on
Sunday, April. is.  Each yeas, begin
ning several weeks gefore Easter, in
quiries come into a newspaper office
asking how the day for this event
the greatest in the Christian calen-
dar, is determined, as it is a mova-
ble feast. And each year these in-
quiries are answered with this farm-
ula:
Easter comes on The first Sunday
after this "oe •estit lay of else cal-
eudae moon, whish falls upon or
next after the 21st of March, if the
fourteenth day comes on a Sunday,'
Easter will be the Sunday follow-
ing.
Easter is clearly an adaptatIon of
the Jewish passover to tbo latter
seeds of the Christian church. For
many years Easter occunred at differ
cut periods in different countries
and today the Greek ahurch, still
holding out stoutly against the cal-
cedar as, revised by Pope Gregory.
is thirteen days out of joint.
In 387, history tells us, t!is
chi:edits of Gaul kept Easter on
March 21 : the Italian churches April
18, whle in Egypt that same year
Easter was kept MI April ae. It Was
not until 669 that all the churches
fell into line to celebrate Easter on
one and the same day, and that day
to she Sunday. England was the last
to accept the rule.
These differences of reckoning
were not even then entirely recon-
cile' until ma, When the new style
vas adopted by the United Kingdom
in place of the old style, when the
Julian calendar, after a long strug-
gle, against tills innovation, gave way
to the Gregooan.
Cignificance of Eggs.
• Eggs have a Significaace of Easter
understood by few of those who col-
or them for acir children. The egg
in some form or other has been the
unqtvestioned type of the new life
from the very lawn of the Christian
era. As Easter ..enresents a new birth
into the best : bf all, it is eseily
seen how the pasont idea that the egg
was the beginning of all kinds of
1:fe should become purified in the
minds of Christians -and accepted as
the typical offering of good wishes
and emblemiasic laf pleasant hopes
among believers of the glad Easter
day.
The fourth Sfiliday in Lent isCom-
monly called mid-Lent Sunday. A
once popular name for the day was
"Mothering Sunday," from the prac-
tice current in England and Scotland
ou the sons and daughters out at ser-
e - • going on this day to visit their
parents, especially their mothers, and
t: :ins; with ahem some little present
such as a cake or trinklet to leave:
under the parental roof. This was
called by those who engaged in this
beautiful and amiable dirty "to go a-
mothering."
COLORED MINISTERS
ASK FOR "NEW LID"
Mayfield has got the "lid" fever
but it is a new kind of a "lid' as wi'd
be seen by the following from the
Iflayfield Messenger:
"To the Honored mayor and board
of council:
"We the undersigned ministers of
the. colored churches of Mayfield,
Ky., seeing the vast harm and evil
being done to our people by fre-
quenting and lounging around those
resorts known as ice cream parlors,
all day on Sunday, until midnight,
not even closing for Sunday school,
nor church service, do herein peti-
tion to you to put sonar restriction
on those plaees such as would. give
the churches an opportunity to reach
the people on Lor/s day, seeing that
it is utterly impossible for the minis-
try and church to reach the people
with those open retorts on the Lord's
day. Also there is another nuisance
known as a soup house which is
being carried on in one pool room on
West Broadoay where our young
men are allowed to lounge around all
day Sunday from cock crow 'till low
twelve
"We speak the sentiment of the
best element of our people. We
earnestly pray that AlmightyGodmay
guide you in your deliberation in the
above matter.
church.
"IL Holbert, pastor C. C. P.
church.
"J. E. Anderson, pastor Christian
church.
"Rev. T. L Barrett.' "
"The above petition was read be-
fore the council aflonday night but no
action was taken only that Mayor
Watts mid that chief of police could
have his men make an investigation
of these places and if they found any-
thing going on detrimental to the
law and order of the city, to have
them closed."
Wylie C Grant of the New York
l.awn Tennis Club, yesterday won
the national championship singles in
the indoor tenis tournament on the
cotrrt9 of the Seventh Regiment
Armory. He defeated E. P. Fisher,
former Mietropoiitan champion, 6-41
6-2 and in-S.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. K)'
MAIM, LINO & CO. 
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN 'PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE sriALL SU:if OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLU_ _
stAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR L SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tVac PER SINGLE ROLE
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE. tIANDSOME DESIGNS AT 3c, toe, 13c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
• TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVLABLIC
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIvr YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C. I_AMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.1
DOCTOR'S 'FEES




Health Officer Will Be Asked to
More Promptly Flag Houses
Containing Contagious Cases.
Last evening at the meeting of the
McCracken County Medical society
with Dr. Jeff D. Robertson of Fourth
and) Broadway, the physicians com-
prising the association, changed their
by-laws which now permits them to
regulate the fees to be charged sick
people waited upon by them, Here-
tofore the regulations have not em-
powered the doctors as a velhole to
do this, but now this alteration
grants them this privilege, and at
some ensuing session they will take
definite action in this regard.
It is probable that the medicoes
will decide to adopt $4 for a night
call, which is between 6 p. m. and
a, m, $a for a day call at one's home,
and $t for a prescription written at
the office. These have been the pre-
vaktit prices, but not adopted by the
whole society.
The doctors also last evening de-
cided to hereafter look after their
financial welfare better than has ex-
isted in the past. This mean, they
will collect up very close and not
let many get upon their delinquent or
dead-head list.
Dr. Robertson presented an ex-
cellent paper on "Scarlet Fever" and
the document brought forth an ex-
pression looking towards getting the
city health officer to promptly quar-
antine homes where exists scarlet
fever or diphtheria. The health
officer has a good private practice,
and while looking after same he is
sometime* a little in getting around
flagging houses containing infectious
or contagious diseases. The doctors
will request that he act more proper-
ly in this respect and quicIdy put up
quarantine entices when contagion is
discovered in any vicinity.
The society meets two weeks from
now with Drs. Sights and Blythe at
their office in the fraternity building.
GIRL KILLS UNCBE
WHO RUINED HER
Maddened by Being Mistreated and
Deserted, She Commits Murder.
New. York, Feb. 27.—Mrs. Jose-
phine Terranovea a seventeen-year-
old Italian girl, confessed that she
kined her uncles Gaetano Rbstgio%
and attempted to kill his wife, and
declared that she was justified in do-
ing so.
When arrested she told the police
that her uncle had taken advantage
of her innocence with his wife's
knowledge, and had so mistreated
her that on the day of her wedding
two months ago, her young husband
left her.
Suflk-ring from the jeers of her
friends, she said she put on all 'tier
wediding finery, went to her uncle's
room, and after firing two shots
from a revolver at Ihen and missing,
fatally stabbed him and wounded,
her aunt.
She escaped until ,today, when she
was found by the police a few hours
after her uncle died at a lasospital.
She had been riding about in rhe
street cats since Thursday night, al-
most without food or sleep.
/BOOTMAKER SEEKS
FORTUNE OF FIELD.I Geneva. Feb. 28.-sR Sviss boots
'maker named Marshall, native ofZion, Canton of Valias, has laid
claim to the fortune of the late Mar-
shall Field, American merchant.
Marshall says Field was his uncle
and left Switzerland in Tao. The
govetrtmervt has referred the claim
tr the minister at Washington.
Low Rates to California and to
Northwest.
Tickets will be on salt daily until
Morchi 7th, one-way seconia-lass
limited from Padacath to' San Fran-
cis-co,. Los Angeles and. other -point..
in California for $33.00, to Portland,
Oregon, Tacoma and Seattle, Wash,
$35.30, Spokane, $32.8o; Helena,
Butte, Missoula, Mont., Odgen and
Salt Lake cry Satyr, Billings, Mont.
S26.30, and other points in propor
tam.
For further pateiculars apply to J.
T. Donovan, agent, or G. C. War-
field, T. A., Union depot, Paducah,
Ky.
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Franciseo, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.




T. A., Union Depot.
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Delivered to your home for so cent.,
a week.
The Indiana retrithlicane skate con-
vention will be -held at Indianapolis
April 11 and' 12.
MORE TROUBLE
Princcton, hid., Has Locked
Horns With Telephone Co.
PRODUCE A FRANCHISE
OR GET OUT OF TOVidi-
Paducah Not Only City Bothered




There is still pending in the United
States court at Louisville the injunc-
tion suit tiled by the Cumberland
Telephone company against the city
ed Paducah, seeking to prevent the
municipality from compelling the
private corporation to abide strictly
by the laws of this city and ails° pur-
chase a city franchise. The judge
has not decided the action in order
to give the parties time to effrot
compromise, but as the telephone
company will do nothing whatever
that is just and right, a,s evidenced
by the recent conference, the judge
will now be asked to decide the ac-
tion at once. Of course if the city
loses an appeal will be taken to the
highest courts in the land.
'Recently dispatches have been re-
ceived from numerous places over
!be country showing that this com-
pany antagonizes nearly every town
it goes into and has to be fought be-
fore they can be brought to time.
The latest shows that they continue
these tactics, as a Princeton (Ind)
dispatch says as follows regarding
trouble had there with them:
"It is up to Cumberland Telephone
company to show the city whether
it is simply four-flushing or expose
its real strength as to the kind and
quality of the franohise it owns in
this city.
"For a year, almost, the city has
been trying to reach some sort of an
agreement with the terephone com-
pany on the question of a franchise
for operating in this city. The ten
year franchise granted it expired
months ago. As far as the cotinci:
is aware the company has no rights
to the streets of the city.
"With this fact in mind the city
sounoil met in special session Satur-
day night and by a unanimous, vote
adopted a resolution which means
that the company will either have to
'fish or cut bait.'
The resolution says that whereas
certain persons in the employ of the
Ctsrnberland Telephone company are
constructing additional lines, cables,
erecting poles, etc., in the publie
streets and alleys o fthe cit ywithout
authority from the city that the said
company be notified to immediately
and forthwith cease work on the said
construction and that after a copy of
this resolution had been served on
the company, employes, and others
in autiltori*y, and: work has not ceasod
the city attorney is empowered and
ordered to begin injunction proceed-
ings against the said company in any
court of competent jurisdiction.
"Recently Mayor Benton received a
letter from General Manager Hume,
of the cornipany at Nashville in which
ht. stated that the crnspany was oper-
anting under a franchise bought from
the American Bell company. This
company is simply the 'long dist-
ance' part of the Cumberland, and
operates no exchanges.
"It is known that at one time the
company made a copy of the fran-
chise owned by the Independent corn
pany with the intention pf asking
for one like it, but forim some cause
It became dubious as to the outcome
and never made any advances."
SHOOTING STARTS RIOT





nate and correct in
are the character
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farris Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present sullecribers may take ad4-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked'
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrinvn at any time, and those-
who wish the picture should send in
subscription, at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send persona/
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Springfield. 0., Feb. 28.—At mid-
night mob violence and riot broke
out here as the result of a hootitrg
in the railroad yards early this morns
ing in which. M. M. Davis, a brake-
man, was perhaps fatally shot by two
negroes, Preston Ladd of Thellefon-
taint and Edward Dean of this city.
Ladd was taken to the hospital,
where he lie, in a ward adjacent to
hi victim.
Dean Was taken to Dayton after a
hurried conference of officials. A
mob of tow men and boys forme
andl marched to "the jungles," a
locality inhabited by colored people,




Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting,
Every pe:e_e, wiio semis one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mn., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches in
dinienisiona, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct te;r4!:,Atty:t4r.tt• frrerri, the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is' made on a tine, -heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hang,
a tnagnifiirent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every Anverican, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to -he bride and' bridge-




The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
The Courivr-journai Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Belefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, al) expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The 044 Ken-
tucky Home," August a). To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
In another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $r5,-
coo to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnees. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal. Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
Portsmouth, N. Ii., Feb. 2$—The
largest shipment ever sent from this
station was sent frpm. Julian Creek
today for the Pacific coast, consist-
ing of seven carloads of cartridges
of various calibre and consigned to
the Mitre Island navy yards.
Seventy ton, of ammunition a'on
were loaded on a ,hip, ready, it is







Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc. • - -
Very Palatable.
goe and $1., Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7h & Jackson Sta. phone srI Clay So.. phone 311.
Steam Dye Works
If you went your ciothee cleaned,.
dyed or repaired, take them se K. C.
Rose sag South Third Street / have,
the nicest Mn. c.1 samples Mr tints
Mt the sky. Suits made to cyder.
I. T. Licormaar,
—LAWYER—
WE practise in all escorts ut Kew
lucky.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee Rivet rack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for. the Round
Trip to 1 eseessee riev
and return.
It is a trip of pleesure. commlose
and rest; good use-vice, g tallies
good roams, etc. Boats as esdr
Wednesday and Senntley s p. ms
For other information *KO to Jas.
Koster, superintendent; Frank L
Brown. agent
Dr. B. B. Griffith
pionoa a4o at residenc. Oike hours
7 toin.; I to 3 p. 7 to 9 p. as,
TRUICHEART BUILDING.
Roth phone sill at the office, both
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOFt.
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., tear beak
Marshall Connty; Paducah, Ky.,
i.. —I 





C. Ifirewas. Cecil Mee&
YLOIJRNOY & REED
LA W YEW)
Rooms so, as and is. Columbia DSOs
PADVCAH, NY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers. see
Nort hrifth, Both Phone us.




Old Phone 494 Red; New Phone is.
Paducah. Kentucky.





Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build.
p3 I-a Broadway.
Practice in all the courts et the
state. Both phones 51.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.









(Lemon Chill Tonic at,.
Room Ire Fraternity Building.
NO•r..Pbcont tra Old Phone 303.
tomm•r___
ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
ss Both Phases us
Office hours II to so a. m.. I to 1
p.m. end 7 to g p.m. saif
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROD-
ELKS AND WILL RESTORE THU
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PEA
FECT HEALTH.







Room No. s, Cohnnbin Nadia& I
0. ,
0 .1
stogrIt e • . Itleth?
 • 4.
In connection with the beet Foun- RUSH TOWARDS CITY I WISE BRUIN PUTS •
tam n service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for rnagnifi-




E. H. PURI( EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Enilding







Highest price pad for second-1mM
SiStoVes aqd
MArrithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
,z$-aso Court street. Old phone 131$
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
• THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building
Phone to41- -Red.
Mrs E L. Whites14es,
OSTEOPATH
603% Broadway
Phones, old 1431 New, Oz.
—ANNE
11. 1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 'so NORTH ?Imo











Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
ne she skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist.
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,










Will bring pleasure co your
home during the long winter
ev:mings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll






POPULATION OF RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Show
s
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
Tvienty-one of the 61 counties of
N. York had fewei inhabitant
s by
the census of 1900 than they 
had by
the census ut 1890. These counti
es,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in t
en
years ranging from a few hundreds oi
Inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of • the
Larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Waytte coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population LA rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in terming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline In pop-
ulation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
In the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and /Reuben, one of the most fer
tlle of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che-
mung in five years was 2,458, and in
'Reuben 1.007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
years show at least very tittle gala.
One of these is Dutchess, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; thbryear it la 81,689—a
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief Mails°
Lion of which is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, has increased
from 48,415 to 46,7U only during five
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which have
aost. In population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Osurega.
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton. which includes the city of
PlaUsbure; Schoharte; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca, Greene,
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adironducks, Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which Increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily In populatioil.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of counties which
are falling behind in population to
New York, that is, none of the target
states. The explanation cf these
changes is found probably in the enor-
mous increase in manufacturing inter-
ests.
in five years Schenectady has
Jumped from 46,000 to 71,00 popula-
tion. Rockland from 38,900 to 45,000,
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewer
inhabitants than they had 15 years
ago.
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad 'journey as a
season when he need not talk, will
sympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op-
posite would persist in trying to talk
as tne train 'moved swiftly along.
After several brief replies the student
began to grow Ured. "The grass is very
graen, isn't it?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"Yea," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gat& another chapter.
The Chugs.
"Joele," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machine."
-They use oae of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irritation.—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the tall-browed pro-
lessor, vete the principal by-products
of the steel industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
swered the student from an interior
village.—Chicago Daily News.
Husband's Recompense,
Tile Comanche Indians have a law that
if a buck runs away with another's squaw
the husband is to have all his property,
and marital infraction is said to be rare
is the tribe. •1
MEAT IN STORAGE.
Chittenden, Vt.—The cracker barrel
aggregation gathered at the general
store last night after a day In the
woods spotting deer runways along
which city "sports" will be placed later
to slaughter buces, if their aim be true
enough, and several indulged in rem!.
niscences. Several pretty fair sporting
yarns had been spun when the subject
gut wowed ti. beers. Then Sim White,
who lives in Northam when he isn't
hunting or fishing or digging ginseng
roots, stretched his neck and launched
forth into a bear monologue.
"It beats all tarnation how knowin'
some of them critters be," be deciareo,
while the rest shucked around in their
hard-bottomed chairs and settled down
to hear a good one. "Yea, sir, It does
beat all tarnation. Between bears,
trout and ginseng and the hand of
Providence, I've been ab!e to make
guile a tivIn' eat o' theme 'era bills
tor a considerable spell.
"Elder Burbank's yarn too:lain' on
the varmint 'f Spruce Holier puts me
In mind of tha time Providence and an
to' he-bear helped me out I a middlin'
tight fix the middle o' last winter. It
was the fust 't January, as 1 recleet
It, and I was choppin' for Deacon Hem-
min'way up to the top o' Killington
peak. It's turnole mean work, chop-
pin', bat ye do hatter da it °net in
• while, and I was cussing my luck
and wishin' the !UMW season wold
open and things green up when a
snortin' snowstorm hit the peak and
made me as blue as a pedalled owl.
I had my dinner pail—I uste-r go home
nights—and I was middlin' comfort-
able ontil 'king in the middle of the
afternoon, when I seen It wasn't goin'
to let up and figgered I'd barter stay
out all night.
"So I built me a lean-to out o' some
spruce boughs, started a fire and
cooked what victuals I had left from
noonin'. They want over much, and
as it was too pesky cold to think o'
sieepin' I sot up till mornin', with my
stomerck a-hollerin' for grub some-
thing turrible. It got so bad I melted
some snow and tried to fill up on wa-
ter. When it Lome daylight the storm
was ragin' hardern ever, and I was
so hungry I could have eat rabbits,
which is worsen satin' cat, and I says
to myself, 'this 'ere storm is liable to
keep up three days an' I'll starve to
death if I don't do somethin' mighty
quick.'
"But there didn't seem to be uothin'
I cold do, for I was penned in and
dassan't go more'n thutty foot from
the shack for fear o' gettin' lost. I ad-
mit I was aortae discouraged when the
wind shifted and I had to move the
lean-to over against a pile of rocks to
keep the thing from collapsin'. I was
fusain' round 'monist the stones when
I discovered the mouth o' a cave, and.
thinkin' It would be better inside than
out, I lighted a spruce knot torch and
notepad my way in.
"Wal. I swan to man, if I didn't get
Lb. biggest surprise o' my life when I
got to the end o' the passageway 40
toot from the mouth! For, lyin' on
a ledge was six pigs with Deacon Hem.
min'way's brand on 'em, two rabbits
and a ewe lamb. They was frozen
stiff and as hard as brickbats. The
thruts of every one on 'am had been
slit by sometbin' sharp, and the in-
nards had been taken out as suck as
a butcher cold do it. .Tney was piled
reeler, too—IyIn' head and tails—and
was as fresh as bush they had been
killed the day before.
"I was wonderin' how in Sam Hill
they got in the cave dead, when I
heard a heavy breathin' a little beyond
and raised the torch. I seen the pass-
ageway bellied out into a sorter bait.
round cave, and that over at ono side
an o!' be bear was curled up on a lot
o' leaves.takIn' his winter's snoe,s. lie
wai 'yin' peaceful and onsuseeTtin',
and it came to me in a minute how
the') carcasses got on the ledge. You
see, he was one o' them knowin' tnt-
ten Ltd he'd laid in a supply of Dea-
con Hemmin'way's pigs and • ewe
lamb belonging to Squire Remeen to
make a meal on when he woke up in
the spring. He knew he'd rouse long
before it thawed out, cause the cave
faced south and got the fust sun, so
he jest flggered he'd be provident for
onct. By contrivin' g he did he °oleo
git several square meals and take on
some fat before he sot out huntin' his
"Them pigs was a mighty big god.
send to me, now I can tell ye. I jest
tiptoed out with two and in ten min-
utes I was broilln' pork tenderl'In.
When I'd filled up I got two more, and
when the storm stopped next day I
[Anted for home with enough meat over
my shoulders to pay for the time I had
to lay off.
"The next day the deacon and me
sot out after' the bear, The deacon al-
lowed he'd orter die, seem' as he'd
been raidin' his barnyard for three
years and had make off with three
traps and a pound o' lead fired from
the carbine. So we got him to shares,
and the deacon was so tickled that he
didn't say a word about claimin' the
pigs I hadn't eat."—N. Y. World,
Parental Instruction.
Tommy--Paw, what is a campaign slo-
gan?
Paw—It is the political watchword, or
rallying cry, of our political party, my
son.
Tommy—Don't the other fellows have
a slogan, too?
Paw—No, my son. Theirs is a yawp.
-2Chicago Tribune.
At the Horse Show
Horse Fancier (with enttnisiasm)—
Isn't Vanderaluke's Lodenila a
beauty?
His Fair Daughter—Where? Wlisre?




By ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG
(Author of -A Congressman Made to
Order," etc.)
(Copyright, 1905, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
I sat before the hearth in my dark-
ened study. I was musing upon a
strange addition which the afternoon
had brought to my curios. It had come
from Spain—whence the source or
donor I knew not.
My curio was an iron tongue, eaten
with the rust of exposure, corroded
with the age of centuries. Here an
d
there were seams and cords that 
stood
out like swollen veins in the forearm
of a laborer. The rust I first mis
took
I or blood. Blood was sot inco
ngruous
with the fantasies which this stran
ge
thing sent swirling through my b
rain.
Then there were two indistinct 
in-
scriptions, almost 'eaten away by t
he
boneycombing of the elements. At 
the
upper end of my iron cudgel I deeipher
ed
by aid of the microscope an indis
tinct
date-1640. It was set acrOss a coat
-of-
arms. The escutcheon I could n
ot
make out; I thought, however, that 
I
saw a bishop's miter and a head
s-
man's ax. On the swollen head wa
s
cut in crude letters: The Tongue 
of
Roland."
With my strange cudgel of rusty
black came a scrap of parchment, 
evi-
dently torn from a tower reg
ister
Across the top of the page stood forte
In letters bolder than the rest the
 title
"Ghent." Then followed this st
range
entry:
April 17, 1540.—To Mr. Jacqu
es Barra
executioner, for having tortur
ed twice
Jean de Lannoy. beilringer, 12 scus. 
To
the same for having executed, 
by fire, said
Lanno, to sous. For having thrown his
cinders into the River Scheidt, 4 sous.
 For
plucking out the Tongue of Roland. 80 sous
The Tongue of Roland hung be-
fore the mantel. The flickerine
flames swung its long black shadow
tack and forth across the tiles.
And then a strange thing happened
I fell into a wak:ng slumber: I
°retuned of the Tongue of Roland, of
the bishop's miter and the headmen a
ra, of Jacques Barra and De Lannoy.
I caught a glimpse of the story of m)
rusty black cudgel. Hetie is the tale:
• • • • •
"I've seen pictures like it, John. It's
islands by two intersecting streams.
^vs n
...WHO ( F"
land sea, cut into • score or more GI
bound together by a web of stone
and wooden bridges. In the heart ul
this inland archipelago .was spread a
broad plaisance. From its mat Oat
borders rose a four-walled tcwer.
capped at a height of half a thousand
feet with a golden dragon. Beneath
the dragon swung a monster bell.
The city was Ghent. The inscrip-
tion across the bell was simple: "My
rune is Roland; when I am rung has-
tily then there is a fire; when I re
eaund in peals there is a storm ia
Flanders."
Jean de Lannoy was the bellman
For 60 years he had swung upon the
hempen chain which loosened Holature
tongue. He had tailed the burj-neri
together to fight back invasions of th
rorthmen. He had signaled for rebel.
lion and seen plebeians plunge 11161
swords in one another's backs.
But to-day Jean de Lannoy e as lit
gt ef. He was pulling, slowly and
sadly, the final stroke upon the cab
ehich brought the weavers from their
work and finished their day of toll
Roland's tongue beat out two pea:r
which echoed across the city painted
scarlet by the setting sun. Scarlet v.r.e
• fitting hue, for Flanders had just
washed herself in gore. Then, a,
though in echoing challence, rang out
the sharp shrill notes of a bugle. te
Lannoy hastily fixed the hempen rop,
to the great spit in the wall and de
seended the stone stain; to the prise]
floor. He was met by a stout knee:
upon the outer door.
"Who coulee?" he shouted to the un-
known Invader. He leaned forward
with ear intently fixed against the cas-
ing.
"I, Jacques Barra, with an orde?
from the emperor."
"Jacques Barra!" he gasped,
lag biR hands to his breast with a
deep-drawn shudder. "Jacques Barra'
'He of the black heart and dripping axi
Who tortured to a lingering death 11
Flemings yesterday, here before 1.i:;
tory belfry!"
"Open to me and
shouted the voice.
"SVarrantl" De Lannoy muttered.
There was yet fresh in his mind the
of Roland, had taken up arms to re-
sist the impost of a tribute tax levy
of one million enroll. The emperor had
given over 14 of the ringleaders to
death iy fire at the hands of Jacques
Barra. But still his vows of ven-
geance were unsatiated. There re-
mined th,e Tongue of Roland and the
bellman from whose hand had swelled
the calls to war.
Jacques Barra beat again upon the
door. De Lannoy stood within with
back set hard against the great oak
panels. Then he shot back the chains,
rolled the door, and bowed low across
the threshold before the gorgeous her-
ald. Upon the bell-ringer's right arm
was sewed a telltale band of white.
It was the badge of the rebellion.
Barre, looked down upon De Lannoy,
and with a sneer upon his scarred and
bearded countenance, gruffly interpo-
lated:
"I am the man of Charles. By his
order I am commanded to take posses-
mon of this belfry, tear from its roots
the Tongue of Roland"—he stopped
short a moment, and then added in
tones intended to sink into the heart
of the bellman—"and should I encoun-
ter resisZance, I am to use my own
discretion. Remember Levien Pyl!"
"Who was Levien Pyl?" sullenly
ansiveted De Lannoy, sparring for
time, although he well knew the grew-
some story.
"A man after your own black heart
—a dog of a traitor with a white badge
upon his arm"—he pointed with his
sword toward the bellman's sleeve. "He
died—but unhappily. I, the man of
Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
until he swooned from loss of blood."
He laughed mockingly and threw his
steel gauntlet into De Lannoy's face.
De Lannoy took a quick step behind
one of the attendants and tore from
his hands his short sword. With it he
diepotted of the servant from whom
it had been snatched, and turned upon
the herald. The wounded attendant
fell to the mosaic pavement with a
groan. Llke hungry tigers two other
fellows leaped upon the bellman's back
before he could make another move,
and bore him to the ground.
A leathern thong was wrapped
around De Lannoy's wrists and twist-
ed taut until cruel channels were
gcuged into the unprotected skin.
"Nov/ for the bell, men." Barra
cried, plating upward with his sword.
"Tet.r out the clapper—and make short
work of IL"
It was quickly done; Roland's
tongue hung upoe a coupling which
cne man could readily loosen.
Barra laughed again with the old
sneer. He took the hempen rope
with which the bellman had been
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly run-
n:ng up the ladder in the wall, fas-
tened it to the coupling in the heart
of Roland from which the clapper had
swung.
Then he dropped the coil. It fell
directly in De Leeway's upturned face
The bellman groaned in anticipation
of his fate.
Barra kindled a fire in the corner of
the tower. He broke Cue chairs a
nd
table, feeding their kindling into the
fiames. Into the heart of the blaze he
thrust the hcany end of the bell clap-
per. In silencelle watched it for se
v-
eral moments. De Lannoy in a frenzy
cursed him once. Barra only laughed
and drew the iron tongue from the
tames. The end was white with heat.
Quickly he carried the tongue to
the hempen rope, and, fastening 
it
through the coupling, hung it. 
over
De Lanuoy's face. It swung ten i
nches
above him yet the heat turned the
'leek a livid green, and casz
into his eyes the fire of a demon.
Barra drew e fagot from the fire and
touched it U, the hempen rope. Th
e
ttrands caught the flame, and a ti
ny
ringlet of, smoke floated out into the
air. Barra thrust his hands 
deep
inp his pockets and with staring
 eyes
watchen first the burning rope, then
the white-hot tongue of iron, then 
the
fee*, -of his victim. De Lannoy's. 
teeth
were set as In a vise. His jaws 
stool
out as from u skull. His eyebrows 
al-
ready were burned away.
The room was dark as the 
blackest
night. The two attendants huddled.
shivering. against the remotest corder
of the tower. Their eyes were
 fixed
upon the rope in ghastly stare. The
wave of smoke grew heivier. No
w
and then the burning stran
ds sput-
tered their threatening warning. 
The
iron tongue was trem
bling. It
lurched—once—twice—then an awful
screcm of agony burst through 
the
tearer walls, bounding from the 
belfry
be terforizing echo. leaving the s
ky of.
Gh3nt as had the Tongue of 
Roland.
• • • •
 •
I! jumped to my feet with a 
cry of
fright. My face and brow 
were wet
with cold sweat. I was trembli
ng
frem itersi to foot. Int
uitively, I
glanced to the mantelpiece for 
the
Tongue of Roland. It had fall
en tc
the tvrarth, and the end 
which lay




dread scenes of the week past. Charh.A I down at you,
V, had entered Ghent in pomp and she gave a look an' she grinned, toe;
Splendor at the 'head of archers, hal I An' -there we
 were bunched up, we threek
bard men and musketeers, armed to th,:i 
gach one a-grinnin'; seemed to be
A Terrier grinfest; b.esa rrar heart,
teeth. He had come to quell the 1,1 May :-,i1 and taugater_sevet part,
guirectionista, who, fired by the Toigns _H




Well, wee. just 3 eitterday
You smiled on me In such a way
With such a toothless, winsome grin
As opened gates to let me In—
.'Fo :et ire in and make mc 
The Joys of being just a dad.
'Twat, your first grin, and, I allow.
I reared ou didn't quite arro
w how
To crack a smile; you've looked so glum
At me Just ever mince you come
That I was worried, I avow;
13ut that's all petit and done with now.
I was just holding your wee hand
When you looked up with such a bland
And eutrimy grtn, I swear teyou
I dian•t kndw Just what to ita,
Bu t.r3ught my foot down with a thump








Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
vilde at 8 a, in. daily connects at
Danville, ,Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleept.rs and vestibuled
coacks via Chutanooga and 
Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 
a.
m. and St. Augustine Io a. 
in. next
day, without t !range. D
ining car
serves all meal en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving 
Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries 
observation
sleeper daily exc-pt Sunday, 
Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, 
without
change via Chattanooga and 
Atlanta.
.arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 
p.
m. and St. Augustine at io p
. in.,
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room 
sleepers,
composite car, observation car, et
c.
Dining car serves all meals en route,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—eull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running through 
to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through steeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving al
Jacksonville at g a. m.
7 Wmter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are:
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land at
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Cha
t-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates. etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hurtgerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.,
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.,
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisvil:e
read- for reaching the Winter Tour.
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
'Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4 oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
end Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central Ind
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransiseo as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati an -I Louiwills
via Omaha and ihe Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concei-nitig all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A. Louis-
ville.
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mem
phis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M..
Chicago.





the slightest donkt as to its
end satisfying tuella • trial
Gillette
Safety Razor
will palitrely dispel it. A.ny men can
*ball stith it as middy as tkosigh he
had always shaved hlmar4f. The 
lett* iiiehty Ramer to NI Itemise is
One. It haat-Iroise keen doubleedged
blades as thin as Paper, tempered and
gime hardened by our pewees ao that
It 4akee diamond duet to grisel
theft. Each blade gives ten tia
thirty perfect share,. COO get
blades packed and gagittl Ohlegt
from the factory, ahowteolhegt,
to be item. Always restoblorells••
No Stropoind
or Honing'
Yoe cannot egt Yourself or flal So
give youreeit exmooth. delightful
shave. AMNON luta tor years,.
What vow bow used a. •t
Mews AWL Teton to we sat
w• signal", wea tit eget Amass la
=to• et so owl 0.addllitaie1 Weiss atom-
,0•11 natal= the
tiwWi no Deektaa to  mai
MTHERSO
Drug l.,s3EstaftGENT.
Tnurflay Morning, Mardi 4, ADO.
4 • - •
0 0 0 0 O'CY .0 0
) ASU G IAN MURDERER 0
0 • - • 10191witi 0
O TO THE POLICE. 0
0 • -
0 Great activity,. cOntinuc . in 0
-Q trying to run
ai the mliidireesoof Williarnse
Saturdgy aftor- U.
4.Me0,▪ late, but, as yet no aeeests¶abnIlflited, although the 0
chgtinigiritie.„ cannot tell what 0
tTloere'rt -definite will be 0
•VSflitittklistres Collins yes- 0
•0 ter. i ey said -le mere of party 0
44$) riatiiitee 4,ge lcilling was knoWn, 0
artsksts • been issued 0
tg*inst him., and w•itre now in 0
Os' session vi uhicers works- 0
mg on 'the case, hot they wouht 0
(...)ektulge a catch 0
... 0 was made.
.• 4, i) evening late when there jumped 0
0, 
Pnesing freight train a 0Atg.-roan who bad in his 0
f) possession the gun of Augustus, 0
O also a quart of whiskey pre- 0
.0.surned he took from the . dead. 0
()amen's bod), while upon his 0
0 left arm was much blood. The 0
O constable talked to the young 0
O man who was drunict and whose 0
4 ) paeen reside in that vicinity. 0
0 —Sias been woeking out 0
0' n . fesoini and was en route 0
O home through this city, accome 0
O partied by a friend, to visit his 0
0 relatives. At the time the con- 0
0 stable did non think nything ex-0
0 rcpt that the young. fellow was 0
' 0 in for a visit, -but after learning 0
''• e; the murder here all these things 0
0 camc hack afresh to the mind of 0
O the Officer who is now confi- 0
0 client the visitor was the mur- 0
.0 Clerr. 0
O Constable A. C. Shelton, of 0
O this city, returned yesterday 0
..0. afternoon from making a tour
' '0 of about ten miles around Boaz, 0
0 but he could' not catch the sus- 0
'0 pecta eDetectivee Moore and 0
0 Baker at 4 o'clock yesterday 0
*0 afternoon returned from the 0
0 nether section, where they 0
O went in the morning, trailing 0
O after their man, but they were 0
0 unsuccessful also. En rountc o
p back their 'horse gave down on 0
Oaccouet of having traveled too 0
0 far. The animal could not pull 0
O the two shieths and their buggy 0
O any farther and dropped to the 0
O ironn0 just beyond Pepper's
'0' mil!, and near the home of 4fr. 0
e 0 Watkins, a well known fernier 0
0 of that vicinity. They got Mr. 0
O Watkins to loan them x. horse. 0
O Watkins and Detective Baker 0
0 then drove to ton, while 0
0 %meth -Nlocre remained out 0, ii thkore for an hour to let their 0
O born- rest--tip; vAlen he then 0
O reee. the animal into the city 0
O ihereeback. - 0
0, Con5table Lane is still down 0
0 in Graves county skirmishing 0
O around, but no report had been 0
O received from him tip to an 0
O early hour this morn-rig 0
0 CAI Collins said yesterday 0
\ 0 they had learned that these two 0
O yowler fellows came through 0
0 here from I'vlissottri en route to 0
0 Boaz. and that facts brought to 0
O the surface confirm' the belief 0
0 that, they met Auguetus, had a 0
O quarrel and then fought, but 0
0 not esvith the intention of non- 0
O dering him'. 0
O The chief is keeping the 0
O offreo.r9 out diner ind.pight work- 0
O lug on the matter and' believes 0
O they will effect something be- 0
O fore the snepect hats time to get 0
e I net of the country. 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A
0
0 The chief yesteu.'ley stated 0
0-that Consta7lle J.J. Lane who 0
9. resides out in county near 0
diylisiee of .the I. 0
. 0 C., eine c: to t!te line diVid-
O ing Graves and this county, 0
O was at Boaz station Saturday 0
0
iTOWN TOO GOOD
CHIEF JAMES WOOD LOOKS
FOR A BIG BLAZE JUST
ANY TIME.
Last Month There Were Twenty-six
Small Fres and Two False
Alarms.
Chief James Wood, of the fire de-
partment, is iceling a little "s.kittish"
the city has been entirely too
good (hiring the past .two months
for him to feel secure, from a fire
standpoint. 'Mere have been prac
tically no fires Whatever since the
first of the car, 'even the largest
tires not destroying as much as a few
hundred dollars' worth of propenty.
. Last evening. he figured up his re-
port for February which showed
that 26 blazes had called the depart-
ments out, ie'rile only two (else
alarms came o the 'building's. Of
this' entire ne none were of any
censequence. ' the total loss sus-
taieed was kss than $t,000.
+Several times heretofore Paducah
has evidenced the character of un-
usually good spirt for many months
and then all of a sudden there burst
forth a disastrous conflagration that
made up for lost time and destroyed
thousands of dollars' worth of prop-
erty.
The lase big fire had, was that de-
stroying the Langstaff-Orm sawmill
at Second and Adams streets, the
loss being about $2o,000, while the
e---ceding blaze of any note was the
re a week before the eawntill fire.
"'his other reduced to ashes the head
tag department of the big cooperage
works in Mechanicsburg. Both  con-
cerns have rebtritt and the cooper-
age company reettraed that depart-
ment While the Lairgetaff-Orrn peo-
ple expect to get their new sawmill






Contractors an Architects Expect
Quite a sesben Favorable
Wea Opens Up.
February was "a pretty bad month
from an auntie tic standpoint, and
building lid truth to any extent,
as City engi Washington issued
only fourteen Ilding permits, none
of which were or structures costing
very much the last of this
month it is e ected that operations
in this respect will commence hum-
ming as the architects and contrac-
tors report much contemplated work.
The brickyards are preparing to re-
sume about week after next in order,
to get a large supply of brick on
hand necessary for the rush.
The permit*, issued 'by -the city en-
gineer are to the. following parties
for -the character of buildings men
tioned, to co the sum named:
T. A.. Cl , frame, on Trimble
between Min tenth and Twentieth,
r•
'between Nineteenth and Twentieth, KENTUCKY $550.
West Kentucky Coal company, TELEPHONE 548.
frame on Ohio street between First
and Seemed, $1,2oo.
Samuel Liebel, frame ent Nina 
tween Beekman and ElizatiethN
Samuel_ Liebel, frame on Ninth be-
tween Bachman and Elizabeth, $am
MAD DOG SCARE
BELIEVED TO BE WILD WOLF
TERRORIZING THING*.
Many Cows, Horses and Other Ani-
mals Have Been Bitten, Several
Dying as a Result.
Captain James M. Browne, the life
insurance, man, returned yesterday
from Smithland and Livingston codb
ty. where be had been on business.
Captain Browne reports quite a
mad dog scare in the Pinckneyville
and Salem neighborhoods of that
county, the people being stirred up
into considerable fright u a result.
It is believed a mad wolf is loose
place, and it is biting dogs, hoe"
in that *action of the- country so
cows and other animals everywhere,
while several people 'have been at-
tacked, but in each instance were
successful in beating off the wild
beast. PRICES:—ase,
'everal of the cows died as a re- and St .5o.
suit of the bites, while one COW gears on sale
broke her neck inside the stable of
her owner while trying to hook the
mad animal and kill it. She stuck
'her thorns 'in the side of the stable
wall and broke -bee nest, dropping
over dead.
Everybody out that way is armed
with shotguns and revolvers in going
about their business, always keeping
open an eye, for the mac} animal that
will meet a quick death if detected
where any dhow at all can be gotten
at it.
The animal broke loose sometime
last week.
The Wisconsin United Commercial
Travelers' convention will be held in
La Crosse on June me and t6,
THE RIVERS
Captain Thomas Murray is in the
city from Elizabethtown, Ill., where
he has been 'the past year managing
the marine rewiring plant that o,eer-
haule steamboats, barges, etc. He
bee a large force of mien at work
there doing much work, and conies
down himself to remain -unlit the
middle of next week when he goes
to finish up several big contracts.
The steamer Chattanooga left here
last evening for the Ohio river after
a tow of corn. She will return here
today and then get away for Chat-
tanooga, Term., up the Tennessee
river. •
tap*i Wallace Farnslay ()Assert
ttrougV here yesterday en route to
Cairo from Smith's:id 'where he has
been visiting his wife. He goes on
the Beaver at the Egyptian city, and
pulls out for St. Louis with a big
tow.
There got away yesterday for the
Tenueseee river the steamer Clyde.
lea untilShe remains up 1 t stream
$700• next Monday night.
Mrs. Etta ' Harvick, frame On 'The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo this morning at eight o'clock
and comes back tonight about eleven
o'clock,
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes-back again
tomorrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evansville and gets out right
away on her return to that city.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes-
terday and gets bade here next Sun-
day.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee Otter late tonight
and lays here until five o'clock Sat-
Tenth between Boyd and Trimble, urday afternoon before getting away
$300. • on her return trip.
Tbe Stacker Lee passes here to-
morrow bound for Cincinnati from
Memphis.
The Peters Lee reaches her' Satur-
day en route down to Memphis from
Cincinnati.
.Captain Frank Wagner is still
down at his boat Charleston, near
Melamine anct will stay there the
balance of the week. Her hogchains
have been repaired and she is about
ready to be brought here for repairs
in case the Mississippi river rises
enough to float her off the sandbar
where she is stranded.
Broadway between Twentieth and
Twenty-first, '$t,50ci.
Jahn W. 1Keiler, remodel brick
building on Broadway between Third
and Fourth, ,$600.
Mrs. Johle l'orteous, frame on
Trimble between Fourteenth and Fif-
teenth, $soo.
Mrs. John Porteous, frame on
Trimble between Fourteenth and Fif-
teenth, $700.
John Stroeld, frame on Fountain
avenue between Fountain avenue and
Nineteenth street, Poo°.
Mr- W. C. Overstreet, frame on
Ala)ska, Feb. all—The coal
supply as been cornered by two
comPaniee, who' refuse to sell. Fifty
-dollars a ton "as been. offerod.
The city cotnicil has appealed to
the war department for a supply from
Fort Davis.
A. A. Redmond, frame addition
on, Kentucky avome between Tenth
and Elevenh, $4o.
Julia M. Husbands, frame on Mill
between Gleam and Sowell, Soto.
E. E. Bell, frame on Sixth be-
tween Husbands and George, $c000.
Mrs:- Atnella Hymarsh, brick on,
Clay between Eleventh and Twelfth,'
$750-






Removes every particle of dirt,
dust, soap and impurity from the
skin, opening the pores and al-
lowing the rich, red blood to
flow to the surface.
VERY HEALTHFUL.
Will not turn rancid.---25c for a
jar or 75c for a pound
We snow it is Pure because
we make it.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. INCORPORATED.




35C, SoC, 75c. St .00
Wednesday at 9*.flL
C., has returned from Chicago, where
he has been meeting for two months
with the railway firemen's protective
board, he being the local brother-
hood chairman.
WANTS 
FOR RENT—Major place ineres
Arcadia. Apply to J B. Moles.
Wanted—White girl waiters. Ad-
dress Mrs. M. Hogan, 6ce9 Ken-
tucky avenue.
WANTED—At 'once,
Good home and wages
son. None but good
ply. 822 South Fourth Street.
$
FOR RENT—Three rooms for IA
and two furnished rooms complete
for light bouieekeeping for Sta. Apply
1246 Broadway.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 3s; citizens of the
United States, of good &erecter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
It pays to buy the best
watch you can afford.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you.







Matinee and Night, Saturday, March 3

























Book by Allen Lowe and Ott). EN
Stoddair4.
Musk by Jerome and Shindler.
Staged -by 'Gus Sonike.
ORGANIZATION OF 75 PEOPLE.
iso NIGHTS IN NEW YORK. rso NIGHTS IN BOSTON.
250 NIGHTS IN, CHICAGO.
PRICES—Matinee, sot, esc $ ix): Children asc.
NIGHT PRICES--a5e, 55c, sec, 75e; StIoto and $1•50.
Seats on oak Friday, 9 a. in.
- - -
"Sousa is great! After appearing before
the courts of Europe he returns to his own
• unspoiled and more delightful than ever. The
unanimous verdict in Symphony Hall last
night was 'guilty in the firstNegree of giv-




IN THIS BRILLIANT PROGRAM, ASSISTED BY
ELIZABETH SCHILLER, Soprano
JEANETTEE POWERS, Violinist
HERBERT CLARKS, . Cornitist
z, OVERATURE. "OBER° "
2. CORNET SOLO. "BRIDE OF THE WAVES"
MR. HERBERT CLARKE.
3 "LOOKING UPWARD"  SOUSA.
A. "'RV THE LIGHT OF THE POLAR STAR."
B. "UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS."
C. "MARS AND VENUS."
4. SOPRANO SOLO—"CARD SONG" FROM THE 'BRIDE
ELECT' iSOUSA
MISS ELIZABETH SCHILLER.
5 WELSH RHAPSODY (NEW)  EDWARD GERMAN.
INTERMISSION.
6 VALSE, "VIENNA DARLINGS"   ZIEHRSR.
(a) AIR DE BALLET, "THE GYPSY" (new) ..GANNE.
(b) MARCH, "THE DIPLOMAT" (new) ... gougA.
8 VIOLIN SOLO, CONCERTO MEYDELSOHN.
a. ANDANTE.
c. ALLEGRETTO  ALLEGRO VIVACE.
MISS JEANETTE POWERS.





ENTHUSIASTIC CRITICS HAVE INVENTED TWO NEW
TITLES FOR SOUSA, "HEART CONDUCTOR" AND "MAS-
TER OF THE HEART," FOR THE REASON THAT HIS
MUSIC HE PLAYS STRAIGHT FOR THE HEART AND
SETS IT ALL AGLOW WITH VIBRATION AND BUOYANCY,
SEATS 25e, 35c, 5oc, esc $t oo AND $1.5o. SLOW ON SALE.
11111111111111111.11101118





Both Telephones 254.est Kit mucky Coal Co.
Incorporated. '
•
:yds. 
,t
